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Knot nullification is an unknotting operation performed on knots and links that
can be used to model DNA recombination moves of circular DNA molecules in the
laboratory. Thus nullification is a biologically relevant operation that should be studied.
Nullification moves can be naturally grouped into two classes: coherent nullification,
which preserves the orientation of the knot, and incoherent nullification, which changes
the orientation of the knot. We define the coherent (incoherent) nullification number of
a knot or link as the minimal number of coherent (incoherent) nullification moves needed
to unknot any knot or link. This thesis concentrates on the study of such nullification
numbers. In more detail, coherent nullification moves have already been studied at quite
some length. This is because the preservation of the previous orientation of the knot, or
link, makes the coherent operation easier to study. In particular, a complete solution of
coherent nullification numbers has been obtained for the torus knot family, (the solution
of the torus link family is still an open question). In this thesis, we concentrate on
incoherent nullification numbers, and place an emphasis on calculating the incoherent
nullification number for the torus knot and link family. Unfortunately, we were unable
to compute the exact incoherent nullification numbers for most torus knots. Instead,
our main results are upper and lower bounds on the incoherent nullification number of
torus knots and links. In addition we conjecture what the actual incoherent nullification




Applied knot theory is a field of mathematics which studies knots and their appli-
cation to various scientific fields. Some of the very first knot theorists, Peter Tait and
his colleagues, were asked to create a working table of knots for Lord Kelvin [24]. At
this time the prevailing theory of electromagnetism claimed that electromagnetic waves
propagated through an ethereal substance called ether. Lord Kelvin believed that vor-
tices, or knots, in the ether were actually electrons. He believed, at the time, that a
table of knots would later evolve into a classification of electrons. However, this theory
was later abandoned and so was the endeavor to tabularize knots. Over the past several
decades, the mathematical development of knot theory has accelerated with the discov-
ery of some major knot invariants, such as the Jones polynomial, and major discoveries
within the physical sciences. These developments further motivated the study of applied
knot theory [24].
One of these developments in the field of microbiology is an operation known
as XerCD site-specific recombination moves. These recombinase enzymes cleave two
strands of DNA, exchange them, and then rejoin them along the recombination sites.
Whenever this process is performed upon the substrates of a DNA strand, a knotted
piece of DNA is formed. The motivation for this thesis stemmed from the attempt to
bound this process by calculating the number of recombinase moves required to unknot
a certain strand of DNA [2,22]. Similar to most processes in nature, it was found that
this process is performed minimally. Therefore, only the minimal number of recombinase
moves required to obtain the knotted strand of DNA are actually performed. For knot
theorists, knot nullification moves have been used to model this process in reverse. Find-
ing bounds on the number of nullification moves required to produce an unknotted DNA
strand would correspond to bounding the number of recombinase moves performed. By
utilizing techniques from knot theory, a better understanding of the process of DNA
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site-specific recombination was obtained. These nullification moves have been studied
at length by both knot theorists and microbiologists in a joint field known as DNA
topology [2,5,8,22].
Montemayor [22] studied the effects of coherent nullification upon the prime knots
up to 10 crossings, the links up to 9 crossings, the torus knots/links, and the rational
knots/links. Montemayor resolved the case for the prime knots up to 10 crossings, links
up to 9 crossings, and the torus knots. The issue that Montemayor encountered while
attempting to bound this process arose from analyzing the outcomes obtained from co-
herently nullifying multiple diagrams of the a link where the components were oriented
differently in each diagram. Due to the nature of the (coherent and incoherent) nullifica-
tion moves, reorienting a single component of a link may result in a very different value
of the nullification number. In other words, nullification of links is very sensitive to the
orientation placed on the components of a link. This problem is compounded for torus
links because of the sheer number of orientations which can be placed on the components
of a given torus link. The difficulties which were encountered by Montemayor prevented
the finding of a closed form for the coherent nullification number of tours links.
In this thesis, we study the incoherent nullification number of torus links. The
issues mentioned above persist, and so we were also unable to find a closed form for the
incoherent nullification number of torus links. In addition to this, because incoherent
nullification moves do not respect the previous orientation of the knot or link, many of
the techniques used by Montemayor cannot be utilized here. Due to this, even if we only
consider torus knots, a closed form for the incoherent nullification number of torus links
has yet to be found.
We begin discussing the ramifications of incoherent nullification by defining several
terms which will be used throughout the thesis. After this brief introduction of these
concepts, we move on to discuss the three invariants that were studied and utilized the
most in our research. We also give a brief explanation of operations which are equivalent
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to knot nullification that we will be used to make comments about our research topic.
With these moves defined, we then give a summary of the torus links and some of the
known results about the link family in general, and then go on to discuss the nullification
of torus links. We do so by defining some topics from braid theory and then character-
ize certain aspects about the braids of torus links. With all of these topics in tow we
can finally make statements about the upper and lower bounds that were calculated for
the torus link family. One of the main results of this thesis is an algorithm (Theorem
5.15) that allows us to compute an upper bound on the incoherent nullification num-
ber of both torus knots and links. We conjecture that this upper bound is the actual
incoherent nullification number for the torus knot and link family.
3
Chapter 2
An introduction to knot theory
Many of the following definitions, as well as some of the results, are quite common
in many knot theory textbooks [4,16,18,21,24].
2.1. Three-dimensional interpretation
When discussing knots and links, it is often useful to define the following mathe-
matical relationship.
Definition 2.1. A homeomorphism is a continuous function f between two topo-
logical spaces S and T, i.e. f  S   T which has a continuous inverse. Two topological
spaces S and T are said to be homeomorphic if there exists a homeomorphism between
the two spaces.
Definition 2.2. A knot is formally defined as a subset of points in R3 which are
homeomorphic to the unit circle S1.
Intuitively, a knot can be thought of as a piece of rope which has been twisted
around itself in order to become “knotted” with the two ends joined together.
Definition 2.3. A link is defined as the finite disjoint union of knots, i.e. L  
K18K28       8Kd. A link which is comprised of d knots is said to be a d-component link.
When links are mentioned think of them simply as the union of a finite number of
knots which are in some way tangled together. From now on, unless otherwise specified,
whenever the word “knot” is used, the property applies strictly to knots. Whenever the
word “link” is used, the property can apply to both knots and links. This is a common
convention which can be found in many knot theory texts. In order to begin discussing
the equivalence of knots and links, we define the following topological relations.
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Definition 2.4. Two topological spaces S and T are isotopic if one can be contin-
uously deformed into the other. This can be stated more formally by defining an isotopy
of a space S ` R3 as a continuous map h  S   0,1  R3 where h0  S  0  R3 is the
identity map, and h1  S  1   R3 so that h1S   T . Each of the ht  S  t must be
one-to-one.
If we think of t as time, then an isotopy can be thought of as a movie that con-
tinuously deforms the space S into T . Thus, an isotopy is a one-parameter family of
homeomorphisms. An isotopy is a much stricter relation than a homeomorphism. If S
is isotopic to T then S is homeomorphic to T but, if S is homeomorphic to T then S
does not need to be isotopic to T .
Definition 2.5. Two links K1 and K2 in R3 are equivalent if there exists an isotopy
h  R3   0,1  R3 such that hK1,0   h0K1  K1 and hK1,1   h1K1  K2.
An isotopy allows deformation of a link through the bending of the arcs and motion
of the link through space. The entire link may also be shrunk or stretched. However, one
cannot pull the arcs of a knot, or of the components of a link, so tightly that it unknots
by shrinking the component into a single point. Since an isotopy is an equivalence
relation, it defines the equivalence classes of all knots and links.
Definition 2.6. The knot (link) type of a knot (link) K as the set of all knots
equivalent to K.
From now on, whenever we say that two links are the “same” or “equivalent” we
truly mean that the two links are of the same link type. Thus, if K1 and K2 have the
same link type, then they do not have to necessarily be the same set of points in R3.
This is a common misconception that is made when discussing the equivalence of knots
and links.
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It is sometimes easier to resolve a three-dimensional problem by projecting it down
into the plane, so that it may be dealt with in two dimensions. For example, verifying
the equivalence of two links K1 and K2 is much easier to show in R2. The concept
of projecting diagrams into other dimensions is a well known practice in mathematics.
The areas of graph theory, or real world applications such as map-making, make use
of such projections. However, planar projections in topology and cartography are quite
different.
2.2. Two-dimensional interpretation
Definition 2.7. Define a link diagram as a continuous mapping f  R3   R2 of
the subset of points in R3 which represent the link K ` R3 in a diagram D   fK with
broken edges.
In order to make sure that the viewer can recognize the ordering of the arcs at a
crossing we must refine our definition by specifying the following.
Figure 2.2.1. A regular diagram of the torus knot T 5,3.
Definition 2.8. A diagram D is regular if the set of points x > D ` R2 such that
Sf1xS A 1 is finite and Sf1xS B 2,¦x > D. Furthermore, any double point has to
belong to a transverse intersection of D. It is customary to draw a crossing with a break
in the underpass.
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A diagram should contain finitely many double points (or crossings), and the sit-
uations pictured in Figure 2.2.2 are not allowed in a regular diagram. The broken arcs
allow the viewer to determine how the knot might be viewed in R3. For this reason, we
exclude diagrams which contain such double points. We now omit the word regular and
simply assume that all diagrams are regular. We will now give further useful character-
izations of link diagrams in order to classify the diagrams referenced in later chapters.
Figure 2.2.2. Forbidden crossings in a knot diagram.
Figure 2.2.3. Top: A composite knot diagram. Bottom: Splitting the
composite knot into its factors.
Definition 2.9. A knot is composite if it has a regular diagram of the form pictured
in Figure 2.2.3. Both K1 and K2 must be non-trivial.
The knots K1 and K2 are known as the factors of a composite knot. Splitting a
composite knot into its factors is pictured in Figure 2.2.3.
Definition 2.10. A knot is prime if it is not composite.
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We will only be considering prime knots in this thesis.
Definition 2.11. A link diagram D of a link L is the link diagram of a split link
if one or more of the components of L can be surrounded with a circle S1 such that
S1 9D   g, such that there are one or more of the components of the link that remain
outside of S1.
Definition 2.12. A link is prime if it is non-trivial, non-split, and contains no
factors.
Knots and links are tabulated by their crossing number. The knot and link tables
that we will discuss only contain prime knots and links. The family of links that are vital
to our research are comprised of only prime links. Therefore, we only utilize concepts
about prime links in the remainder of this thesis.
Definition 2.13. The crossing number of a link L is the minimum number of
crossings across all diagrams D of link L, and is denoted by
cL  cL   min cD D is a diagram of L
Definition 2.14. A diagram D of a link K is said to be a minimal diagram if it
contains exactly cK crossings.
The standard knot table of all prime knots up to 10 crossings is called the Rolfsen
table [26]. The notation 10123 references the 123rd knot in Rolfsen’s table with 10
crossings. The Rolfsen table of knots contains minimal diagrams of each of these prime
knots. The Rolfsen table has been extended to knots up to 16 crossings and this extension
is called the Hoste-Thistlethwaite table [9].
Definition 2.15. A link diagram is alternating if each arc of the link passes over
and under each of the other arcs in a repeating, alternating pattern as one traces every
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arc in the diagram. A link which has an alternating diagram is called an alternating
link.
Definition 2.16. A link diagram which is not alternating is called non-alternating.
A link that does not admit an alternating diagram is called non-alternating.
For example, Figure 2.2.1 shows an alternating knot, and Figure 2.2.4 shows a
non-alternating knot. Not all of the knots in Rolfsen’s table are alternating. However,
whenever we discuss the tabularization of links it becomes pertinent to distinguish be-
tween the case of an alternating and non-alternating link. For this, we reference the
Hoste-Thistlethwaite link table. For example, 11a123 refers to the 123rd alternating
link with 11 crossings in the table, and 11n11 refers to the 11th non-alternating link
with 11 crossings in the table.
The orientation of knots and links is a very important topic that must be considered
when studying different aspects of knots and links. Establishing an orientation upon a
knot or the components of links is necessary to the discussion of knot nullification.
Definition 2.17. An oriented link is a link which has an orientation ascribed to its
arcs. This is indicated in a diagram by an arrow on each component, see Figure 2.2.4.
Figure 2.2.4. An oriented knot.
For the purpose of this thesis, we shall use oriented link diagrams to illustrate
the differences between coherent and incoherent nullification. In order to ascribe an
orientation to a link, begin by tracing the arcs of the link at any point and ascribe them
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with a small arrow that indicates the direction of traversal. Continue tracing the entire
component in this way to orient it. When orienting a link, this process must repeated for
every component. An oriented link diagram is pictured in Figure 2.2.4. It is sometimes
necessary to discuss whether or not two oriented link diagrams are equivalent. It might
appear that orienting a link in either direction is merely a question of personal preference.
However, there are many links which are not equivalent to their reverse oriented versions.
Definition 2.18. Links which are equivalent to their reverse orientation are called
invertible.
We will discuss a family of invertible links in a later chapter. The different orienta-
tion choices for the components of a link give rise to many interesting questions in later
chapters.
Next we consider how to verify whether two different link diagrams, K1 and K2
actually represent the same link. In order to do so, we will define a series of moves
that will not alter the link type of a diagram. These moves, shown in Figure 2.2.5, are
called the Reidemeister (RM) moves and they will be used frequently in later chapters.
RM moves are three different moves that represent isotopic changes performed within
a neighborhood of a crossing. As mentioned earlier, RM moves do not change the link
type of a link diagram, and so we shall use them to show link equivalence. These moves
were created by the German topologist Kurt Reidemeister [25].
Figure 2.2.5. The three types of Reidemeister moves.
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Theorem 2.19. [25] Two diagrams represent are of the same link type if there
exists a finite sequence of RM moves to transform one link to the other.
This theorem allows us to show equivalence through a series of isotopic diagrams
whose only difference is a finite series of RM moves. This process will be used frequently
to demonstrate concepts and methods which are too complicated to explain without the
assistance of a diagram. It can be difficult to find the correct sequence of RM moves
required to obtain a diagram D2 from diagram D1. However, just because the correct
RM move sequence cannot be found does not imply that the two diagrams are not of
the same link type. To make such a claim, stronger techniques are needed. In order
to prove that two link diagrams are not equivalent, knot theorists utilize invariants to
determine whether two links are of the same link type.
2.3. Invariants of knots and links
Definition 2.20. A knot (link) invariant I is defined as a quantity IK assigned
to a knot (link) K (or a knot (link) diagram D) such that if K1 and K2 are of the same
knot (link) type then IK1   IK2.
Therefore, for links K1 and K2 and link invariant I, if IK1 x IK2 then K1
and K2 are of different link types. We will use many different invariants to distinguish
link types. In order to calculate certain invariants an oriented link diagram is required.
Invariants which require an oriented link diagram are called oriented link invariants.
Invariants which do not require an orientation shall be called unoriented link invariants.
One example of a link invariant which has already been defined is the crossing number
of a link. There are a wide variety of invariants that have been derived to study different
aspects of knots and links. The Jones polynomial is a link invariant which has led to
many exciting advances in knot theory. The discovery of the Jones polynomial impacted
the whole of mathematics by revitalizing knot theory as a growing field of study [18].
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The Jones polynomial is just one of several polynomial invariants which are well known
and quite powerful invariants. The following invariants are of specific use to this thesis.
For detailed definitions and descriptions we refer the reader to standard texts in knot
theory [3, 4, 18]. As mentioned before, there are other polynomial invariants, many of
which were around long before the Jones Polynomial. The Jones polynomial, as well as
the other polynomial invariants, are defined to be Laurent polynomials.
Definition 2.21. A Laurent polynomial in Z X1 is a polynomial in positive and
negative integer powers of X with integer coefficients.
While many of these polynomials have involved definitions, we will make general
statements about them and refer the reader to the literature for more details.
Definition 2.22. The Alexander polynomial of an oriented link L, written as
∆Lx, is the determinant of the matrix det xM  x1MT  where M is any Seifert
matrix, defined later, for the link L. It is a Laurent polynomial in Z x1.
The Alexander polynomial is another polynomial link invariant. Another invariant
utilized in this thesis is the Arf invariant. The Arf invariant of a knot K will be denoted
by ArfK, though it is sometimes denoted as AK. We define the Arf invariant of a
knot K by evaluating its Alexander polynomial at a specific value.





0 if ∆K1  1 mod 8
1 if ∆K1  3 mod 8
We shall also make use the Jones polynomial, a polynomial link invariant mentioned
earlier. However, calculating the Jones polynomial requires knowledge about another
famous invariant: the Kauffman bracket polynomial. The definition and discussion
of this polynomial is outside the scope of this thesis, so we again refer the reader to
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the literature. Regardless of the complexity of the polynomial invariants, there is an
approachable way to define and calculate them through the use of their associated skein
relations.
Definition 2.24. A skein relation is a relationship between the polynomials of
different knot/link diagrams which are identical everywhere, except at a single crossing.
The two different types of skein relations which can be used to calculate the polyno-
mials invariants are pictured in Figure 2.3.1. Instead of drawing the complete diagram,
we only show the difference between each of the diagrams at a single crossing. It is
sufficient to define the Jones polynomial by its skein relation.
Figure 2.3.1. Top: An oriented skein relation. Bottom: An unoriented
skein relation.
Definition 2.25. The Jones polynomial of an oriented link L, denoted by V L,
is a Laurent polynomial defined over Z t 12 . This polynomial can be calculated using
the following skein relation, which is given by the series of oriented diagrams pictured
in Figure 2.3.1.
(1) t 12  t 12 V L0   t1V L  tV L
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(2) V unknot   1.
As mentioned previously, there are some invariants which do not require an oriented
diagram. The most well-known of these unoriented link invariants is the Q polynomial.
We will also define this polynomial by its skein relation, which utilizes the series of
unoriented diagrams in Figure 2.3.1.
Definition 2.26. The Q polynomial is a unique function Q from the set of unori-
ented links of S1 in S3 to Z x1 such that:
(1) QL depends only on the isotopy class, i.e. link type, of L
(2) Qunknot   1
(3) If L, L, L0, and Lª represent the links pictured in 2.3.1:
QL QL   xQL0 QLª
It is common to define a polynomial by its skein relation. As such, in order to
derive the value of a polynomial invariant, information is needed about the value of
the polynomial for the other diagrams in the skein relation. Calculating the value of a
polynomial invariant by hand is prone to error and best left to evaluation by a computer
program.
We now discuss a well known object in knot theory: the Seifert matrix. Seifert’s
algorithm can be used to construct the Seifert matrix of any link. While the matrix itself
is not a link invariant, information drawn from this matrix yields powerful and useful
invariants. The Alexander polynomial is one such invariant obtained from the Seifert
matrix. For a detailed description of this process one can reference [4]. Every link
diagram spans an orientable surface. Such a surface can be formed using the algorithm
due to Seifert. Every orientable surface S has a positive integer associated with it. This
positive integer, g, is called the genus of the surface. This gives rise to a link invariant
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called the genus of a link K, denoted by gK where
gK  mingS
and S is any orientable surface that spans a representation of K (i.e. any diagram of K).
For any surface S spanning a link K we can define a square matrix M called a Seifert
matrix of K. For such a matrix the following quantities are known link invariants:
(1) detK   SdetM MT S
(2) σK   signature of M MT
where MT is the transpose of the Seifert matrix M , detM denotes the determinant of
matrix M , and the signature of a matrix M is given by the number of positive eigenvalues
minus the number of negative eigenvalues. While there are many more link invariants,




Unknotting, nullification and surgery
3.1. Relationships between uK, nK, and n̄K
The following invariants are analyzed most often in this thesis. These operations are
realized by different local changes at a single crossing of a diagram. In this thesis, these
moves will be called the unknotting operation, coherent nullification, and incoherent
nullification.
An invariant is associated with each of these three moves, where each invariant is
defined as the minimum number of each of the corresponding moves required to trivialize
a given link K. The minimum value is taken across all diagrams of K. The unknotting
Figure 3.1.1. An unknotting operation performed on a single crossing.
operation is well known and has been studied extensively. The unknotting operation,
also called a strand passage, involves passing one strand through another at a single
crossing in a link diagram, which is pictured in Figure 3.1.1. This move can be realized
by simply changing the way the knot diagram presents the broken edges at a single
crossing.
Definition 3.1. The unknotting number of a link K, denoted uK, is the mini-
mum number of unknotting operations, across all diagrams of K, required to change K
into the unknot, or a split link whose components are all unknots.
Here we need to note that after making a single unknotting move in a diagram D,
we can change the resulting configuration to a different diagram D before performing
another unknotting operation.
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The crossing change studied in the master’s thesis of A. Montemayor is known as
coherent nullification. The effects of coherent nullification on knots and links have been
studied at length [6–8]. This form of knot nullification is pictured in Figure 3.1.2.
Figure 3.1.2. Coherent nullification of a single crossing.
Definition 3.2. The coherent nullification number of an oriented link K, denoted
nK, is the minimum number of coherent nullification moves, taken over all possible
diagrams of K, required to change the diagram of K into the trivial knot or link.
Similar to finding uK, after performing a single coherent nullification move on a
diagram D of a link K, we can alter the diagram via RM moves to a different diagram D
before coherently nullifying another crossing. When a crossing is nullified coherently, the
number of components of the knot or link is changed by one. This can be seen in the top
and bottom frame of Figure 3.1.4(i) and (ii). Thus, coherently nullifying a crossing in a
knot diagram D of the knot K results in the diagram D of a two component link [22].
For our research, we define a new knot invariant based on the third type of crossing
change: the incoherent nullification move. An example of an incoherent nullification
Figure 3.1.3. Incoherent nullification of a crossing.
move is pictured in Figure 3.1.3. Incoherently nullifying a knot diagram D does not
change the number of components of D. This is pictured in the top frame of Figure
3.1.4 (i) and (iii). Therefore, incoherently nullifying a knot diagram D results in a knot
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Figure 3.1.4. Coherently and incoherently nullifying a single crossing of
a knot and link, respectively.
diagram D. However, incoherently nullifying the crossing of a link of more than one
component either lowers the number of components by one or leaves the number of
components unchanged. Specifically, incoherent nullification of a crossing between two
different components results in the reduction of the number of components by one. This
outcome is shown in the bottom frame of Figure 3.1.4 (i) and (iii). However, the same
outcome occurs when coherently nullifying a crossing between components, pictured in
the bottom frame of Figure 3.1.4 (i), (ii) and (iii). After performing an incoherent nulli-
fication move on a crossing between two components, one of the components of the link
is left unoriented. In order to resolve this case, orient the newly unoriented component
in the direction that minimizes the incoherent nullification number. In general, if an un-
oriented diagram D of a knot K is nullified such that the resultant diagram D is a knot
K , we claim that the crossing was nullified incoherently. This is because the number
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of components was preserved after nullification. In this way, incoherent nullification is
defined as an operation which can be performed upon unoriented knot diagrams. This
preservation of the knot causes the orientation on some of the arcs in D to be opposite
of the the same arcs in D. Specifically, incoherent nullification of a crossing in D reverses
the orientation of some of the arcs for the diagram D to become oriented. It is due to
this alteration of the orientation that we refer to this type of nullification as incoherent.
It should be noted that incoherently nullifying a crossing between two of the components
of a link does not affect the orientation of the other components.
Definition 3.3. The incoherent nullification number of an (unoriented) knot K,
denoted n̄K, is the minimum number of incoherent nullification moves, taken over all
possible diagrams of K, required to change the diagram of K to the trivial knot. For
a link diagram L, in order to calculate n̄L, we must have an oriented link L, and
define n̄L to be the minimum number of incoherent nullification moves, taken over all
possible diagrams of L, required to change the diagram of L to the trivial knot or link.
When incoherently nullifying link diagrams, the diagrams must be oriented in order
to distinguish between coherent and incoherent nullification. However, incoherently nul-
lifying a crossing between different components combines them into a single component.
The question becomes: how is this new component oriented? There is no natural way
to do this. Therefore, we claim that the orientation on the new component is whichever
direction aids in the incoherent nullification of the link. When calculating the incoherent
nullification number of a link, do not terminate the nullification process until an unlink
is the result, where we can separate the components of the links so that it contains no
crossings. It needs to be stated that the above definition of the incoherent nullification
number is equivalent to the following: after we perform an incoherent nullification move
on a crossing in the diagram D, then we can reconfigure the diagram into another di-
agram D and then perform the next incoherent nullification move. By definition, all
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three numbers uK, nK, and n̄K are link invariants. Historically, uK has been
studied the most and n̄K has been studied the least. We will now discuss some rela-
tionships between these three numbers.
There is an easily obtained relationship between the unknotting operation and co-
herent nullification. This relationship is pictured in Figure 3.1.5. Two crossings are
Figure 3.1.5. Unknotting realized by two coherent nullification moves.
simultaneously nullified coherently to realize an unknotting operation. This establishes
the following relationship.
Theorem 3.4. For any link K, nK B 2uK.
This is a useful upper bound on the coherent nullification number of a link K.
However, we are more interested in a relationship between the incoherent nullification
number and the unknotting operation. As such, we found a similar relationship between
incoherent nullification and the unknotting operation. However, in our example the two
nullification operations must be done in a particular order because the first incoherent
nullification move reverses the orientation of some arcs in the diagram. The diagrams
are meant to be ambiguous outside of the crossing, so the dotted arcs represent any link
diagram locally containing such a crossing. From the relationship pictured in Figure
Figure 3.1.6. Unknotting realized by two incoherent nullification moves.
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3.1.6, we get an upper bound for the incoherent nullification number of a link K.
Theorem 3.5. For any knot K, n̄K B 2uK.
During this analysis of the relationship between incoherent nullification and the
unknotting operation, we discovered other operations which were isotopic to one or more
incoherent nullification moves. In particular, the H2-unknotting number of a knot
proved to be a very useful operation that aided our analysis of incoherent nullification
[14,15].
Definition 3.6. An H2-move is a change in a knot projection which does not
change the number of components as shown in Figure 3.1.7 where both diagrams represent
a knot. We call the minimum number of H2-moves needed to transform a knot K into
another knot K  the H2-Gordian distance from K to K , denoted by d2K,K . The
H(2)-unknotting number of a knot K is the H2-Gordian distance from K to the trivial
knot, denoted u2K.
Figure 3.1.7. An H2-unknotting operation performed on a knot K.
Incoherent nullification and the H2-unknotting number are shown to be equiv-
alent operations in Figure 3.1.8. We obtain an immediate relationship, for any knot
K, between uK and n̄K from showing that these two moves are equivalent. This
relation is a sharper ordering of n̄K and uK. We shall utilize the H2-unknotting
number from [15] to relate u2K and uK, but first we must define the following.
If uK is the unknotting number for a knot K, then K has a diagram D such that
unknotting uK crossings in D results in the unknot. Define u and u as the number
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Figure 3.1.8. Showing that incoherent nullification of a crossing is equiv-
alent to an H(2)-nullification move performed on the same two strands.
Figure 3.1.9. An example of a positive and negative crossing respectively.
of positive and negative crossings of the uK crossings in D, so that uK   u  u.
A positive and negative crossing are pictured in Figure 3.1.9. Given this, we have the
following.
Theorem 3.7. [15] For knot K, where uK is the unknotting number, and




n̄K B uK if both u and u are even
n̄K B uK  1 otherwise
Theorem 3.7 can be used to calculate n̄K for knots with a very small unknotting
number, see [15]. However, we are interested in a family of knots and links that have
a relatively high unknotting number in general. So, we merely note that this is a more
efficient upper bound on n̄K for any knot K. We will use the H2-unknotting number
again later when discussing bounds on the incoherent nullification number.
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3.2. Band surgery on knots and links
Another move found to be equivalent to knot nullification is a well known topolog-
ical operation known as surgery. Specifically, nullification can be realized by performing
a band surgery on the arcs of any link K in R3.
Definition 3.8. [13] Let K be an oriented link, and b  II   S3 be an embedding
such that bII9L   bIδI, where I is a closed interval. After performing the surgery
along b, a new link K    K  bI  δI8 bδI  I is obtained. If K  has an orientation
that is compatible with K  bI  I9K and bδI  I, then K  is the link obtained from
K by the band surgery along b.
This type of band surgery discussed in [13] is equivalent to coherent nullification
since this is an orientation preserving operation. To define the operation equivalent to
incoherent nullification, we will again perform a band surgery along the arcs of a link K.
However, we must contradict the previous statement about the orientation agreement
of the band b after the band surgery is complete.
Definition 3.9. [19] Under the same assumptions as 3.8, let K be a knot. If the
band surgery along b results in another knot K , then each knot is said to be obtained
from the other by nullification with a twisted band.
The distinction between the two types of band surgery boils down to an argument
of orientation-preservation. Hence, band surgery with a twisted band is equivalent to
incoherent nullification which is pictured in the bottom frames of Figure 3.2.1(i)-(iv).
Regular band surgery is shown to be equivalent to coherent nullification in the top
frame of Figure 3.2.1(i)-(iv). It should be noted that band surgery with a twisted
band is not always equivalent to band surgery using an oriented band with a twist.
The distinction between the two types of band surgeries lies solely in the agreement,
or disagreement, of the orientations between the diagram and the band and whether
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Figure 3.2.1. Coherent and incoherent nullification realized by band
surgery and band surgery with a twisted band respectively.
the number of components remains the same. We will later utilize band surgery with a
twisted band to realize an incoherent nullification move performed on a three-dimensional
presentation of a link.
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Chapter 4
Torus knots and links
For the remainder of this thesis, we will focus solely on the incoherent nullification
number of the following family of links.
4.1. An introduction to torus knots and links
Definition 4.1. A torus link is any link that can be drawn on the surface of a
torus with no self intersections. In other words, a torus link is the embedding of one or
more links onto the surface of the torus in R3.
Assume that the torus T is a solid which has two characteristic curves: a meridian
and a longitude. A longitude ` is any simple closed curve that is homotopic to `, where
` is the curve pictured in Figure 4.1.1 within a plane z   c. A meridian is any simple
closed curve homotopic to m, where m is the curve in Figure 4.1.1 that spans a disk in T
and intersects ` only once. We will denote the T p, q torus link, where p, q are positive
integers with p A q C 2, as the continuous closed curves that intersect the meridian of the
torus at exactly p points and the longitude of the torus at exactly q points, see Figure
4.1.2 to 4.1.4. A torus link T p, q is a knot, i.e. contains only a single component, if
and only if gcdp, q   1. Otherwise T p, q will represent a torus link with d   gcdp, q
components. We will now describe an algorithm that demonstrates how to create a
Figure 4.1.1. The characteristic curves of a torus.
knot diagram for the torus link T p, q. Begin by drawing p points spaced equidistantly
around a circle (which represents a longitude of a torus) as shown in Figure 4.1.2 for
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p   5. This diagram should be thought of as a top-down view of a torus. Begin drawing
Figure 4.1.2. Creating a diagram of T 5,3.
an arc that starts at one of these p points, count over q points and join these arc to this
point, in the same manner as shown in Figure 4.1.3 for q   3. The first half of the arc
will be on the “top” of the torus and the second half of the arc shall be on the “bottom”
of the torus. Continue this process until the curve is closed on itself, thus terminating
Figure 4.1.3. Connecting two points with an arc.
the arc at the starting point. For torus links with d components, this process must be
repeated d times, once for each component. The complete diagram of T 5,3 is pictured
in Figure 4.1.4. We can now ignore the torus which was used to construct the diagram
in Figure 4.1.4. Notice the diagram includes the broken arcs representative of a link
diagram, the correct ordering of these arcs is determined by whether or not the curve is
embedded on the “top” half of the torus or the “bottom” half of the torus. Depending
on which arc is on the top and bottom of the torus determines the correct ordering of
the arcs at any given crossing in the diagram. This algorithm provides a reliable method
for producing a symmetric link diagram of any torus link T p, q. However, it can be
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Figure 4.1.4. The planar diagram for torus knot T 5,3 embedded onto
the surface of a torus.
difficult to analyze the effects of knot nullification on this presentation in a consistent
manner. Therefore, we define another process for creating a minimal link diagram for
torus links. In order to do so, we utilize some concepts from introductory braid theory.
4.2. An introduction to braid theory
Definition 4.2. [24] Define a braid B on n-strings as follows, take a unit cube
C > R3, and define it as the set x, y, zS0 B x, y, z B 1. Let the coordinates labeled
as Ai be defined as the points 12 , in1 ,1 and the coordinates labeled as Ai be defined
as 12 , in1 ,0 where i > 1,2, . . . , n. Join the two sets of points, the Ais and Ais, by
means of n arcs defined as u1, u2, u3, . . . un inside of C. These ui arcs are restricted from
intersecting within the cube C, thus they can only intersect any plane z   c,0 @ c B 1
exactly once at a single point. All of the ui arcs form an n-string braid B, and the single
arc uk is called a string of the braid B.
An example of of a braid B on seven strings contained in the unit cube C is pictured
in Figure 4.2.1.
Definition 4.3. A braid presentation of a link K is a braid B such that closing
the braid, as shown in Figures 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, results in a diagram D of a link K ,
where K  and K are equivalent.
Theorem 4.4. [4] Every link has a braid presentation.
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Figure 4.2.1. A cube C containing a braid B on 7 strings.
Figure 4.2.2. Closing the braid B to obtain a link equivalent to K.
Figure 4.2.4 shows an isotopy of the standard diagram of T 5,3, pictured in, Figure
4.1.4, which results in a braid presentation of T(5,3). Figure 4.2.5 shows just the braid
of T 5,3. The planar isotopy pictured in Figure 4.2.4 for the torus knot T 5,3, can
be used to produce a braid presentation of any torus link T p, q.
Definition 4.5. A braid B on q strings whose closure is equivalent to the torus
link T p, q shall be defined as the standard braid diagram of T p, q. As long as it is of
the form pictured in Figure 4.2.5.
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Figure 4.2.3. Closing the braid B contained in the cube C to form a
knot diagram D of a link K .
Figure 4.2.4. Using RM moves to change a knot diagram D of T 5,3
to the closure of the braid representation with the same knot types as
T 5,3.
A way to easily create the standard braid diagram of the torus link T p, q is to
draw a braid on q strings as follows. Start by drawing the q strings at the top of the
braid diagram and then p overstrands that will form the body of the braid. Next,
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Figure 4.2.5. The braid representation of T 5,3.
combine the q strings in the braid by connecting them to each of the overstrands in
the following systematic manner. Connect the right-most string to the right side of
the first disconnected overstrand and connect the second rightmost string to the second
overstrand and the third rightmost string to the third overpass and so on. Note that
these connections always pass under any overstrand they encounter. Next, connect the
left hand side of the first overstrand to the right side of the first overstrand which is not
yet connected. Repeat this process until all of the overstrands are connected. Finally
draw q more strings at the bottom of the braid and then continue connecting the next
disconnected overstrand to the right most disconnected string at the bottom of the braid.
This process results in a diagram similar to the one illustrated in Figure 4.2.5 for the
torus knot T 5,3. It is easy to recognize the standard braid diagram of a torus link by
a braid on q strings which has p overstrands that run systematically and uniformly along
the length of the braid. For this reason we shall utilize the standard braid diagram to
analyze the effects of incoherent nullification on torus links.
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4.3. Known invariants for the torus link family
The torus link family has been studied thoroughly and is well understood. We
summarize important results below:
Theorem 4.6. [16]Classification of torus knots
(1) A torus knot T p, q is trivial if and only if p   1 or q   1.
(2) Two non-trivial torus links T p, q and T p, q belong to the same link type if and
only if p, q   p, q, q, p, p,q, orq,p.
(3) T p, q is invertible.
We stipulate that p A q C 2 because T p,1 and T 1, q are both unknots, and
T p, q   T q, p   T p,q   T q,p. We do not distinguish between the orientation
choice for torus knots since they are invertible.
Theorem 4.7. [4] The crossing number of a T p, q torus link with p A q is pq1.
Theorem 4.8. [4] The genus g of a torus link T p, q is given by
gT p, q   1
2
p  1q  1
Theorem 4.9. [3] The Alexander polynomial of the torus link T p, q is given by
∆T p,qt   tpq  1t  1tp  1tq  1 .
Theorem 4.10. The Jones polynomial of the torus knot T p, q is given by
VT p,qt   t
p1q1
2 1  tp1  tq1  tpq
1  t2
.
Theorem 4.11. [22] The unknotting number of a torus link T p, q with d com-
ponents is given by:
uT p, q   p  1q  1  d  1
2
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Using the previous theorem and Theorem 3.7 we obtain the following:
Proposition 4.12. Let T p, q be a torus knot, then
n̄T p, q B pqpq32 .
Theorem 4.13. [22] The coherent θ-nullification number of a torus knot T p, q
where the end product is a split link of θ components is nθT p, q   p1q1θ1,
where the coherent nullification number is defined as the minimum taken across all values
of θ.
The case of the torus links was never fully resolved. We refer the reader to [6]
for more information on the bounds of the nT p, q where T p, q is a torus link of d
components. We will now utilize these invariants to analyze the incoherent nullification
of torus braids.
4.4. Incoherent nullification of torus braids
Now that we have stated the invariants of the torus link family that will be used in
this thesis, we begin our analysis of the incoherent nullification number of torus knots
and links. We shall assume for the remainder of the thesis that the torus link T p, q
is given by its standard braid diagram as shown in Figure 4.2.5. A comment about the
orientation of the braid diagrams of torus links is needed. In any standard braid diagram
of a torus knot T p, q all of the strings are automatically oriented in one direction. The
components of a torus link on the other hand, may be oriented in different directions
so that certain components are oriented antiparallel from the rest of the components of
the link. To classify these orientation choices, we will usually specify the parity of the
number of components oriented in parallel in the same direction.
It should be stated, for the following proofs, that performing an incoherent nullifi-
cation on a crossing between parallel adjacent strings in the standard braid diagram of
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a torus link T p, q is more efficient than the incoherent nullification of a crossing be-
tween adjacent antiparallel strings. We will motivate this by showing that the T 2k,2
torus link oriented in parallel can be incoherently nullified in one move. However, the
number of incoherent nullification moves required to trivialize the torus link T 2k,2
in the antiparallel case seems to be two. First, notice that only a single incoherent
nullification move is required to trivialize the link family T 2k,2 oriented in parallel,
shown in the top panel of Figure 4.4.1. On the other hand, incoherently nullifying any
Figure 4.4.1. Top: Incoherently nullifying the standard braid diagram
of the torus link T(2k,2) for the parallel oriented case takes a single inco-
herent nullification move. Bottom: Incoherently nullifying the standard
braid diagram of the torus link T(2k,2) for the antiparallel oriented case
takes at most two incoherent nullification moves.
of the crossings in the standard braid diagram of the torus link T 2k,2, where the com-
ponents are oriented antiparallel, results in the torus knot T 2k  1,2. This is shown
in the bottom panel of Figure 4.4.1. Since T 2k  1,2 is a torus knot, whose strings
must automatically be oriented in parallel, only one more incoherent nullification move
is required to reach the unknot. We conjecture that n̄T 2k,2 is actually two in the
antiparallel case, but we were unable to prove this. We want to further point out that
we believe that in order to obtain the actual value of n̄T p, q, an antiparallel crossing
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between adjacent strings will never be incoherently nullified, except in the special case
for T 2k,2 with antiparalllel orientation.
Definition 4.14. An outside crossing of the standard braid diagram of a torus link
T p, q is any crossing between adjacent strings in the braid.
In order for a crossing between the first and qth string to be classified as an outside
crossing, we consider the strings labeled 1 and q to be adjacent in the braid diagram.
As an example, the outside crossings of a braid diagram can be seen pictured in Figure
4.4.2.
Figure 4.4.2. The outside crossings in the standard braid diagram of
the torus knot T 7,6.
Definition 4.15. An outside crossing in the standard braid diagram of the torus
link T p, q is tightly wound if it occurs at a crossing between strings oriented in parallel.
Definition 4.16. An inside crossing of the standard braid diagram of a torus link
T p, q is any crossing between non-adjacent strings of the braid, i.e. not an outside
crossing.
Definition 4.17. An inside crossing in the standard braid diagram of the torus link
T p, q is called a widespread crossing if it occurs at a crossing between two components
that are oriented in parallel.
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We classify these different crossing types in the standard braid diagram of a torus
link T p, q to make the following statements about incoherent nullification.
Theorem 4.18. Nullifying any tightly wound crossing in the braid diagram of the
torus link T p, q always results in the same link diagram.
Proof. It will suffice to show that nullifying the tightly wound crossings of the braid
diagram all result in the same diagram. Consider the symmetric link diagram of the
torus link T p, q as shown in figure 4.2.4. As can be seen in the panels of Figure 4.2.4
manipulating the symmetric diagram of the torus link to create the braid presentation of
T p, q requires no RM moves. Therefore, this process utilizes only planar deformations
(i.e. all crossings remain intact) to reconfigure the diagram pictured in the last panel
of Figure 4.2.4. The initial diagram is completely symmetric with a p-fold symmetry.
It should be noted that the crossings between adjacent arcs in the symmetric diagram
of the torus link are the crossings which occur closest to the inside and outside circles
meant to represent the torus T in Figure 4.2.4. Then, any crossing between adjacent arcs
in the symmetric link diagram, pictured in the first panel of Figure 4.2.4, can be shown
to be equivalent to any outside crossing in the standard braid diagram of T p, q. This
is shown using the same planar deformations pictured in Figure 4.2.4. The symmetry
of this initial diagram shows, via planar isotopy, that every outside crossing is in fact
equivalent along either side of the braid diagram. Therefore, incoherently nullifying any
outside crossing along one side of the braid results in the same diagram. The only thing
that remains to be shown is that the nullification of any outside crossing on both sides
of the braid results in equivalent diagrams. To do so, begin by nullifying the highlighted
crossing in the right corner of the diagram pictured in Figure 4.4.3, then rotate the
resultant diagram 180 degrees. Notice that the resultant diagram is precisely the one
obtained by incoherently nullifying the highlighted crossing in the bottom left of the
diagram pictured in the last panel of Figure 4.4.3. By doing this, we have shown that
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Figure 4.4.3. Showing that the outside crossings on the left and right
sides of the braid are equivalent in a braid diagram using the closure of
the braid.
incoherently nullifying a crossing on either side of the braid results in the same diagram.
We conclude that the incoherent nullification of any outside crossing in the standard
braid diagram of a torus link T p, q results in the same diagram D. 
There are some orientations of the braid diagram of the torus link T p, q where
nullifying an outside crossing does not result in the braid diagram of a torus link. An
example of this situation is given by any standard braid diagram of a torus link which
does not contain a tightly wound crossing. We can improve upon our previous theorem
by making a stronger conclusion about the resultant diagram obtained after incoherently
nullifying a tightly wound. We claim that the resultant diagram is actually the standard
braid diagram of another torus link. It should be noted that incoherently nullifying a
tightly wound crossing of a torus link will result in a knot whenever the link consists of
only two components. It should be noted that outside crossings occur between different
components for any two component torus link T 2p  2,2q as long as q C 3. This will
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be proven later. As shown in Figure 3.1.4, nullifying a crossing between two different
components reduces the number of components in the link by one. Recall, the new
orientation choice for this component is chosen in order to minimize the value of the
incoherent nullification number.
Theorem 4.19. Performing an incoherent nullification move on a tightly wound
crossing of the standard braid diagram of a torus link T p, q results in the standard
braid diagram of another torus link T p, q.
Proof. First, nullify a tightly wound crossing in the standard braid diagram of
torus link T p, q. This nullification creates two loose strands in the diagram which
can be removed from the braid-like diagram by utilizing RM moves of type I and II.
Continue reducing the diagram by removing both of the strands until they contract to
their respective ends of the braid. These steps are shown with an explicit example in
the first through third panels of Figure 4.4.4. Since this diagram is not a braid, due
to the violation of previous conditions (there exists an arc uk, which intersects a plane
z   c at two points), we must close the braid diagram before continuing. Therefore,
close the braid as shown in Figure 4.2.3 and contract one of the loose strands using
RM moves of type I and II in a similar fashion as shown in the fourth and fifth panels
of Figure 4.4.4. The resulting diagram will either be the standard braid diagram of
a torus link T p, q, or the diagram will still be non-minimal. If the diagram is not
a minimal diagram, further simplification of the diagram is achieved by continuing to
retract the loose strand via RM moves of types I and II. We continue to reduce the
diagram using these RM moves until we achieve a similar diagram to the one pictured
in the seventh panel of Figure 4.4.4. Namely, continue retracting the loose strands
until they are connected by a common string as seen in the seventh panel of Figure
4.4.4. It should be noted that the unknot, or an unlink, is a possible outcome from this
nullification. The diagram pictured in the seventh panel of Figure 4.4.4 is guaranteed
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Figure 4.4.4. Incoherently nullifying an outside crossing of the standard
braid diagram of the torus knot T 10,7 then reducing the resultant dia-
gram using RM type I and II moves to obtain the standard braid diagram
of torus knot T 4,3.
to occur after incoherently nullifying an outside crossing of the standard braid diagram
of T p, q. If it did not occur, then this implies that the string was separated from the
rest of the braid diagram, and thus another component was created. However, this is
an impossible outcome from performing an incoherent nullification move. On the other
hand, the other reason that this outcome might not occur, is because a single incoherent
nullification of the braid diagram resulted in it being completely unraveled. This is the
goal for calculating the incoherent nullification number, so this outcome is accepted as
a possible outcome for calculating n̄T p, q. 
We must specify that this nullification must occur at tightly wound crossings be-
cause it will not work for any braid diagram which contains no tightly wound crossings.
This can only occur for a braid with an even number of components. Namely, if each of
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the components are oriented in antiparallel with their neighbor then no adjacent strings
are oriented in the same direction. Thus, this braid diagram of a torus link contains
no tightly wound crossings. However, this case can be resolved by performing a single
incoherent nullification move on a widespread crossing of the standard braid diagram of
the torus link T nq, kq. We are guaranteed at least one crossing between parallel ori-
ented components as long as q C 3. This subcase will be considered later in the proof of
Theorem 5.3. We claim that incoherently nullifying an outside crossing between parallel
oriented strings is the most efficient nullification move possible because of reductions
that can be made. Namely, there are generally a relatively high number of strings re-
moved from the braid diagram after simplifying the braid presentation of the resulting
diagram. However, the same systematic simplifications cannot be made generally after
incoherently nullifying an inside crossing in the standard braid diagram. We provide an
example of an outcome which is not a torus link. This specific knot diagram is obtained
by incoherently nullifying an inside crossing of the standard braid diagram of a torus
knot.
Example 4.20. Performing a single incoherent nullification move on the standard
braid diagram of torus link T p, q will not always result in the standard braid diagram
of a different torus link T p, q. These examples normally arise from incoherently
nullifying an inside crossing of the braid diagram of T p, q. Consider the effects of
incoherently nullifying a crossing in the standard braid diagram of the torus knot T 6,5
by nullifying one of the inside crossings. This nullification is pictured in Figure 4.4.5.
Closing the braid and reducing the resultant diagram using RM moves of type I and II
yields the diagram shown in the last panel of Figure 4.4.5. We utilized the Knot Theory
package in Mathematica [1] to verify that this diagram was of the same knot type as the
knot 942 in the Rolfsen table using computational techniques. The knot 942 is not a torus
knot.
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Figure 4.4.5. Incoherently nullifying an inside crossing of the standard
braid diagram of the torus knot T 6,5 to obtain a knot diagram of the
knot 942 in the Rolfsen table.
The resultant diagrams obtained from incoherently nullifying the inside crossings
of the standard braid diagram of the torus links T p, q are difficult to classify. As of
now we have only identified a small handful of the outcomes obtained by incoherently
nullifying any inside crossing of the standard braid diagram of T p, q. The incoherent
nullification of a inside crossing of the braid diagram is not the only way to obtain
outcomes that are not braid diagrams of torus links.
Example 4.21. Incoherently nullifying two different link diagrams of the same link
type as the torus link T p, q may result in different outcomes. We illustrate this using
T 5,3. In the standard braid diagram of T 5,3 all the crossings are tightly wound
crossings. Thus by Theorem 4.18, nullifying any of these crossings results in the same
diagram, which for T 5,3 is the unknot. However, T 5,3 is of the same knot type as
the prime knot 10124 in the Rolfsen table. An incoherent nullification move performed
on a single crossing in the knot diagram of 10124 produces three different outcomes: the
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Figure 4.4.6. Incoherently nullifying the various crossings of torus knot
10124 results in three different nullification outcomes: the knot 52, the
trefoil, and the unknot respectively.
unknot, the trefoil knot T 5,3, and the twist knot 52, which is not a torus knot. These
nullification outcomes are pictured in Figure 4.4.6.
Notice that the braid diagram of T 5,3 consists of only outside crossings. There-
fore only a single outcome is obtained after incoherently nullifying any of its crossings.
However, knot 10124 is of the same knot type as T 5,3 and nullifying the highlighted
crossings all result in three different outcomes: the unknot, the trefoil knot, and knot
52. In all of our examples, the number of outcomes seen from incoherently nullifying the
standard braid diagram of T p, q is fewer than nullifying the crossings of any other dia-
gram of the same link type. Due to the symmetry of the braid, we can at least quantify
the number of outcomes given from incoherent nullification.
Theorem 4.22. The number of different diagrams, with different knot types, ob-
tained from nullifying any given torus knot T p, q is at most  q2.
Proof. Consider the series of diagrams in Figures 4.2.4 and 4.4.3 and our proof of
Theorem 4.18. We used the fact that the knot diagram for the torus knot pictured in
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Figure 4.2.4 was a symmetric diagram with p-fold symmetry, to show that any outside
crossing in the standard braid diagram of T p, q was equivalent. We can make a similar
argument for the inside crossings of the standard braid diagram of T p, q. Consider
Figure 4.4.7. The different nullification passages in the standard braid
diagram of the torus knot T 7,6.
the following diagram for the standard braid diagram of torus knot T p, q in Figure
4.4.7 given by the torus knot T 7,6. We know by Theorem 4.18 that the crossings
highlighted in red result in equivalent diagrams when incoherently nullified. To show
that the crossings in Figure 4.4.7 highlighted in blue and green are equivalent, we shall
make a similar argument to the proof of Theorem 4.18. First, incoherently nullify an
inside crossing of the standard braid diagram of the torus knot T p, q pictured in Figure
4.4.8. Next, rotate the braid diagram 180 degrees in the plane in order to obtain the
diagram pictured in the fourth panel of Figure 4.4.8. This shows that nullifying the red
and blue inside crossings pictured in Figure 4.4.8 results in equivalent diagrams. Using
the diagram pictured in Figure 4.2.4, we can then show that any of the crossings running
up and down the same passages in the braid diagram (the blue, green, and red crossings
respectively in Figure 4.4.7 each represent a different passage) also result in the same
diagram by this planar isotopy. By rotating the closure of the nullified braid diagram
180 degrees we show that nullifying any of the blue crossings in Figure 4.4.7 result in
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Figure 4.4.8. Incoherently nullifying an inside crossing of a torus knot
T p, q and rotating the braid 180 degrees to show that the two highlighted
crossings result in the same diagram after nullification.
equivalent diagrams. Hence, there is a symmetry among the crossings of the braid due
to this planar deformation. A torus knot with an even number of strings will have an
odd number of nullification passages: the outside crossings (the red crossings in Figure
4.4.7), q42 pairs of inside crossing passages (the blue crossings in Figure 4.4.7, and then
a single passage of crossings in the middle of the braid (the green crossings in Figure
4.4.7). Combining these outcomes together adds up to q  1 total crossings. This value
results in the correct number of crossings between the strings and every overstrand in
the standard braid diagram of the torus knot T p, q. If q is odd, then the standard
braid diagram of torus knot T p, q contains an even number of passages: the outside
crossings (the red crossings in Figure 4.4.7), and q32 pairs of inside crossings. Thus the
greatest number of outcomes obtained from incoherently nullifying the standard braid
diagram of the torus knot T p, q is  q2 regardless of the parity of q. 
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By the previous proof, this means that there are at most  q2 different outcomes
which result from incoherently nullifying every crossing in the standard braid diagram
of the torus knot T p, q. However, we also know that the different nullification out-
comes are dependent upon the knot diagram. Thus, even if it was exhaustively shown
that incoherently nullifying an outside crossing of the standard braid diagram of T p, q
yields a lower value for n̄T p, q than the incoherent nullification of any inside cross-
ing. It still cannot be claimed that this incoherent nullification number obtained from
continually nullifying an outside crossing, will give the actual value of the incoherent
nullification number. We cannot make this claim because there may be other diagrams,
of the same knot type as T p, q, which yield very different outcomes obtained from
being incoherently nullified. These resultant diagrams may provide a lower value for the
incoherent nullification number than the one obtained from nullifying the crossings of
the standard braid diagram of T p, q. For example, some non-trivial, possibly random,
non-minimal diagram of a torus link might perhaps present a smaller value for the inco-
herent nullification number. In other words, since n̄ is dependent on the link diagram,
the best we can claim from this analysis are bounds on the value of n̄T p, q. Since we
cannot give the value of n̄ exhaustively using our diagrammatic approach, we will begin
by making statements on the upper bounds of the incoherent nullification on torus links.
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Chapter 5
Upper bounds on n̄T p, q
5.1. Diagrammatic approach
In this section, we would like to prove the following upper bounds on n̄K, where
K represents the torus link T p, q. Before we do so, we must first define the following
concepts and notations that we have created to aid in the analysis of incoherent nullifi-
cation performed on the braid diagrams of torus links. Many of the following terms and
notations are borrowed from introductory group theory. The field of algebraic topology
contains many concepts from abstract algebra which can be applied to knot theory. We
will use some of these concepts in a way that is approachable to the reader.
We will again use the standard braid diagram as before. If B is a n-string braid
then B defines a cyclic permutation of the strings as follows: label the top of the strings,
namely the Ais of B as 1,2, . . . , q and assign the label k to A

j if the string starting at
label Ak ends at label Aj. The labels of the A

j’s form a permutation of the symbols
1 2 3 . . . q, which is an element of the symmetric group Sn, see Figure 5.1.1 for an
example.
Definition 5.1. Let K   T p, q be a torus link. We define the abbreviated braid
representation denoted by ABrK by the element of Sn described in the previous para-
graph. We shall denote the abbreviated braid representation of T p, q by ABrp, q. It
is often also called the permutation of the braid.
Lemma 5.2. Consider, in general, ABrp, q, where p   nq  r for 0 B r @ q and
n > N. Then the labels provided by ABrp, q are:
q  r  1 q  r  2 . . . q 1 2 . . . q  r
Note that the entries in q  r  1 q  r  2 . . . q 1 2 . . . q  r are all modulo q.
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This is a straightforward application of the definition of a cyclic permutation by r
units and the identity element of Sn, see again Figure 5.1.1. The details of the proof
are left to the reader. The ABrp, q will be used to prove the following results to
Figure 5.1.1. The ABr of the torus link T p, q where p   nq  r.
denote how the strings of the standard braid diagram of a torus link wrap around the
braid. These labels are used to inform the observer as to which position each string will
terminate when it reaches the bottom of the braid.
Theorem 5.3. A single incoherent nullification move performed between a tightly
wound crossing or a widespread crossing of the torus link T p, q where p   nq and
q C 3, n > N results in the split link containing the torus link T nq  2, q  2 and an
unknot.
Proof. Since p is a multiple of q, the ABrnq, q is the identity permutation.
This can be seen explicitly in the example for the torus link T 4,4 pictured in Figure
5.1.2. The ABrnq, q is shown in general by the braid diagram pictured in Figure 5.1.3.
We will now consider the following idea of gluing n copies of T q, q together along the
strings matched up by the ABrq, q in order to make statements about T nq, q. In
more detail, consider the following construction for a torus link T p, q. Let C be a
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Figure 5.1.2. The labeled braid representation of the torus link T 4,4.
Figure 5.1.3. The abbreviated braid representation, ABrnq, q of the
torus link T nq, q.
uniform cylinder fixed in the upright position in R3. Take q points and space them
equidistantly along the perimeter of the circular lid and base of C. Let q strings dangle
from each of these q points so that they fall on the surface of the cylinder. Glue the
bottom of these q strings to the q fixed points along the perimeter of the circular base of
C. This construction is pictured in the first frame of Figure 5.1.4. We shall now create
a braid B on q strings by rotating the base of the cylinder by increments of 2πpq . Let p
denote the number of 2πpq rotations of the base of the braid. This idea can be pictured in
the second panel of Figure 5.1.4, using the 7 string braid diagram as an example. Since
p corresponds to the number of overstrands in the standard braid diagram of the torus
link T p, q, rotations of 2πq increases the value of p. Thus, any multiple of q rotations,
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Figure 5.1.4. Creating a braid on 7 strings by rotating the bottom of
the cylinder 2π radians.
i.e p   nq for n > N, will result in n “full” twists of 2π radians. The consideration of
the braid diagram of T p, q as a series of full twists followed by r fractional rotations
motivates the following idea.
One can glue the corresponding strings of the n-copies of the standard braid di-
agram of T q, q to create a standard braid diagram of the torus link T nq, q. This
“gluing” is equivalent to a series of n full twists performed on the cylindrical construc-
tion of the torus braid. The braid gluing process can be pictured in Figure 5.1.5, and is
Figure 5.1.5. Three copies of T 4,4 concatenated together to create a
braid diagram of the torus links T 12,4.
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defined in more detail in [16]. If we think of the standard braid diagram of T nq, q as
n copies of the braid T q, q glued together, then we are able to systematically perform
a series of RM moves to reduce the standard braid representation of T nq, q. This is
accomplished by extending the RM moves performed on T q, q by repeating them n
times for all n copies of T q, q that are glued together to form the braid diagram of
T nq, q. By considering the ramifications of incoherent nullification moves for smaller
cases and then extending them in this way, we are provided a method for analyzing the
effects of incoherent nullification performed on the braid diagrams of torus links.
With this is mind, begin by nullifying a tightly wound crossing, for example the
highlighted crossing in the first panel of Figure 5.1.6. After nullifying this crossing we
Figure 5.1.6. Incoherently nullifying an outside crossing of the standard
braid diagram of T nq, q and then simplifying the diagram using RM
moves results in a split link of T(n(q-2),q-2)) and an unknot.
obtain the diagram pictured in the second panel of Figure 5.1.6. We can simplify this
diagram using RM moves of types I and II so that the resultant diagram is once again
a braid diagram, which we know is possible by Theorem 4.4.4. In order to do so, we
will perform these simplifications on the braid diagram of the torus link T q, q and
repeat them n times in order to extend them to T nq, q. Remove the strand via RM
moves of types I and II and repeat this process n times. The resulting diagram is the
standard braid diagram of the torus link shown in the right most panel of Figure 5.1.6.
This diagram is a split link with a torus link and an unlink as its components. Since
the ABrnq, q is the identity element of Sn, this implies that any string k maps to the
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kth position in the ABrnq, q. Thus closing the braid diagram will connect this string
to itself which creates one of the q components in the braid presentation of T nq, q.
If one follows this kth string through the length of the torus braid T nq, q the string
will run through n over-strands. This can be seen using our previous idea to consider
the standard braid diagram of T nq, q as n copies of T q, q glued together. For each
copy of T q, q each string constitutes a single over-strand. Therefore, each string has n
overstrands in the braid diagram of T nq, q. By removing the 2 strings from the braid
we remove 2n overstrands from the braid diagram. Thus, the number of overstrands in
the resultant braid diagram is nq  2n   nq  2. The conclusion of this process can be
visualized in the final diagram in Figure 5.1.6 on the right. Finally, we have obtained
the standard braid diagram of the torus link T nq  2, q  2.
This was accomplished by incoherently nullifying a tightly wound crossing of the
braid diagram of T nq, q. Note this argument assumes that there are at least two
adjacent strings in the braid which are oriented in the same direction. Thus, assume
otherwise. This special case can only occur when there are no two adjacent strings in
the standard braid diagram of T nq, q which are parallel oriented, i.e. there are no
tightly wound crossings. For example, choosing the orientation of the components of
the torus link T nq, q so each component is oriented in the opposite direction as each
adjacent component would satisfy this special case. However, if q C 3 there must be at
least two strings (not necessarily adjacent) which are parallel oriented, thus there must
exist at least a single widespread crossing in the braid diagram. Incoherent nullification
of any widespread crossing reduces the number of the components of the link by one.
Since the ABrnq, q is the identity element of Sn, further reduction of the braid dia-
gram separates this now unoriented component completely from the rest of the diagram.
Thus, this incoherent nullification of a widespread crossing forms a split link of q  1
components: one component is the standard braid diagram of a torus link with 2 fewer
strings, and the other is an unknot. Since two components were removed from the braid,
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Figure 5.1.7. Incoherently nullifying a crossing between two parallel ori-
ented components in the standard braid diagram of the torus link T nq, q
results in a split link made up of an unknot and the torus link T nq 
2, q  2.
2 strings were removed from the braid diagram. Since we remove n overcrossings for
each string removed, the new number of overstrands in the standard braid diagram is
nq2n   nq2. In summary, as seen in Figure 5.1.7, the removal of these components
from the braid diagram results in a split link comprised of an unlink and the standard
braid diagram of the torus link T nq  2, q  2. This is the exact same outcome as
incoherently nullifying a tightly wound crossing of T nq, q for a different orientation.
Finally, we claim that the incoherent nullification of a tightly wound or widespread
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crossing in the standard braid diagram of T nq, q results in a split link with the torus
link T nq  2, q  2 and an unknot as its components. 
This theorem motivates the following statement about incoherent nullification num-
ber for the torus link T nq, q.
Theorem 5.4. For the torus link T nq, q, with n > N
q
2
 B n̄T nq, q B q
2
  1,
if q is even and an odd number of the q components are oriented in parallel and otherwise
n̄T nq, q   q
2
 .
Proof. From Theorem 5.3 it would immediately follow that n̄T nq, q B  q2 if
all the strings were oriented in parallel. However, the torus link T nq, q, after contin-
uously removing two components via incoherent nullification, may eventually result in
the torus link T 2k,2 (which is a 2-component link where both components are non-
trivially linked together) where the components are oriented antiparallel. This situation
arises if q is even and if an odd number of components are oriented in parallel in one
direction (note this means the number of parallel strings in the other direction is also
odd). This outcome is troublesome as T 2k,2 with antiparallel orientations requires
two incoherent nullification moves to trivialize, this was shown in Figure 4.4.1. This
shows that:










Next, we need to show the inequality in the other direction. T nq, q is a link
of q components where any two components form a torus link T 2k,2. Since we are
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given any q-component link, where each pair of components is non-trivially linked, the
incoherent nullification of a crossing between one component and itself will leave the
other q  1 components unchanged. Therefore, whatever the outcome, it will contain a
sub-link of q  1 components where any two components of the sublink will still form a
T 2k,2 torus link. If instead we consider an incoherent nullification move at a crossing
between two different components, then we immediately obtain a link of q1 components
that contains a sublink of the q  2 components, where any two of the q  2 components
of the sublink still form a T 2k,2 torus link. Therefore, the best we can hope for is
that we obtain a split link of an unknot and a link of q  2 components where any
two components are still non-trivially linked. Repeating this argument will show that
n̄T nq, q C  q2.
Again, this will work for all orientation choices of the torus link T nq, q except
for the case where q is even and there is an odd number of components which are
oriented in parallel. However, if we follow the previous steps until we are left with
only two components, we know what remains is the torus link T 2k,2 where both
of the components are oriented in antiparallel. It was shown in Figure 4.4.1 that the
braid diagram of T 2k,2 can be incoherently nullified in at most two moves when
oriented antiparallel. However, we have not shown that the antiparallel orientation case
for the torus link T 2k,2 cannot be resolved in a single incoherent nullification move.




 B n̄T nq, q B q
2
  1,
if q is even and an odd number of the q components are oriented in parallel and otherwise





Corollary 5.5. Theorem 5.1 generalizes: for any p, q where gcdp, q   k,
n̄T p, q C k2.
The proof is left to the reader. We will need the following information about
incoherent nullification of torus links.
Lemma 5.6. Incoherently nullifying a widespread crossing between the components
of the torus link T p, q   T kp, kq, where k   gcdp, q will remove the components
from the braid completely to form a split link containing an unknot and the torus link
T pk  2, qk  2.
Proof. This situation is similar to to the case shown for T nq, q in Figure 5.1.7.
However in this instance, because T kp, kq has k components each component forms
a T p, q torus knot. Incoherently nullifying a widespread crossing allows for an un-
raveling process to begin. Begin this unraveling of the loose strands from the braid-like
diagram by using RM moves of type I and II. Unravel both strands until they reach the
top and bottom of the braid-like diagram respectively, then close the braid-like diagram
to form a new link diagram which has k  1 components. Continue unraveling one of
the loose strands using RM moves of type I and II while keeping the other static. Each
time this strand reaches the bottom of the braid, we drag the connection back to the
top of the braid, using planar deformations, and begin this unraveling procedure again.
Since each component forms a T p, q torus knot, this procedure lasts lasts exactly
q times, at which point an unknot that can be removed from the braid diagram is
formed (similar to Figure 5.1.7). Each of the unraveling stages removes two strings from
T p, q so at the end of this process, and we performed this unraveling q times, there
are q  2q   qk  2 strings left. Moreover, each copy of T p, q had p overpasses and
the ultimate removal of the two components means removing 2p overpasses in total.
So, the new number of overpasses in the resultant braid diagram is p  2p   pk  2.
Thus, the new diagram obtained after this series of reductions is the standard braid
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diagram of the torus link T pk  2, qk  2. Finally, this implies that such a re-
duction after the incoherent nullification of a widespread crossing in the standard braid
diagram of the torus link T kp, kq results in a split link of an unknot and the torus
link T pk  2, qk  2. 
We will now use the techniques and conclusions from the proofs of Theorems 5.1,
5.3, and 5.6 to prove further results about upper bounds for the incoherent nullification
of torus links. We will do so by analyzing diagrammatic results split into cases which
are based on the remainder classes of q mod p. First, consider the remainder class 1,
i.e. consider all torus knots T p, q such that p   nq  1.
Theorem 5.7. Performing a single incoherent nullification move on an outside
crossing of the standard braid diagram of the torus knot T p, q where p   nq  1, n > N
results in the standard braid diagram of the torus knot T nq  2  1, q  2. If q   2 or
3, then n̄T p, q   1.
Proof. Note that for a torus knot, all strings are oriented in parallel. Then, consider
the ABrp, q where p   nq,n > N. If we append one more overstrand to the end of
the braid of T nq, q then we will have the standard braid diagram of the torus knot
T nq  1, q. This will take the string with label q and place it in the first position at
the bottom of the braid diagram. We think of this extra overstrand as a rotation of
2π
q radians in addition to the n full twists of 2π radians to go from a rotation of
2πnq
q
radians to a rotation of 2πnq1q radians. This creates the p   nq  1 overstrands in the
braid diagram. This can be seen in the first panel of Figure 5.1.8 (i). Consider how the
permutation of the symbols of the braid yields the diagram shown in Figure 5.1.8 (ii).
From this diagram we see that if we incoherently nullify the highlighted crossing, we
obtain a diagram where the loose strand can be unraveled from the braid by using RM
moves of types I and II shown in Figure 5.1.8 (iii),(iv). If we then close the braid, we
obtain the representation shown in Figure 5.1.8 (v),(vi),(vii). By utilizing RM moves
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Figure 5.1.8. Nullifying the highlighted crossing of the torus knot T nq
1, q then using RM moves and the closure of the braid representation
results in the ending braid representation.
and planar deformations to reconfigure the diagram into a braid diagram we notice the
diagram of Figure 5.1.8 (vii) again represents the standard braid diagram of a torus knot.
Therefore if we consider taking n copies of T q, q and gluing them together, we would
remove 2 strands for each copy of T q, q. Therefore we would remove 2n overstrands
overall from the braid by removing 2 strings from the braid. However, we did not affect
the last overstrand which we appended to the bottom of the braid to attain the braid
diagram of T nq  1, q. Thus the number of overstrands we achieve in the resulting
braid diagram is nq  1  2n   nq  2  1. Thus, incoherently nullifying an outside
crossing in the standard braid diagram of the torus knot T nq1, q results in the torus
knot T nq  2  1, q  2. It follows that n̄T nq  1, q   1 for q   2 and 3. 
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Corollary 5.8. n̄T nq  1, q B  q2.
This follows directly by applying Theorem 5.7 repeatedly. We use similar proof
techniques to tackle the case of p  2 mod q. We begin by creating the standard braid
diagram of T nq  2, q by appending two overstrands to the bottom of the braid for
the torus link T nq, q. Gluing these two additional overstrands should be thought of
as two additional rotations of 2πq radians so that p   nq  2. Thus we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 5.9. For the torus link T nq  2, q, performing a single incoherent nul-
lification move at a widespread crossing yields n̄T nq  2, q   1.
Proof. First, we show that if all the strings of the braid are oriented in parallel, then
a single incoherent nullification move of an outside crossing in the braid diagram of the
torus link T p, q where p   nq  2, n > N, results in the unknot. Consider the ABrnq 
2, q which is pictured in the first frame of the Figure 5.1.9 (i). Nullify the highlighted
crossing and unravel the strand from the braid using the same argument as the previous
proof. However, as one might notice from the diagram, the braid representation for the
torus knot may be further simplified by closing the braid diagram and using RM moves
of types I and II to bring the loose strand to the other side of the braid. By considering
the ABrnq  2, q, we see that closing the braid connects the ith string to the i  2
mod qth string. This process can be seen in Figure 5.1.9 (ii)-(vi). Notice that this
process continues as seen in Figure 5.1.9 (vii) and Figure 5.1.10. Thus, it is not as easy
to simplify this braid representation into another braid representation as was done in
the proof of theorem 5.1. However, due to the symmetric nature of the braid diagram
one may notice that the labels for ABrnq  2, q line up in a very nice way due to the
cyclic permutation of the labels by 2 units. As shown in Figures 5.1.9 and 5.1.10 we can
continue the reduction process by the braid closure, and repeatedly retracting the two
right-most strings from the braid. Note that Figure 5.1.10 shows the situation where the
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Figure 5.1.9. Nullifying a single crossing of the torus knot T nq  2, q
and removing the loose strand from the braid diagram using RM moves.
original number of strings q is odd, this case assumes that T nq2, q is a knot. For this
reason, continually removing 2 strings from the braid will always leave an odd number of
strings in the resultant braid. For this reason, we have shown in Figure 5.1.10 that there
are n copies of T 5,5 and we have not lost generality. If the original number of strings q
is even then we have a two component link. Since q is even, removing 2 strings from the
braid will always leave an even number of strings in the resulting braid. This is why in
Figure 5.1.11 we have not lost generality by showing the braid eventually reduces down
to n copies of T 4,4 glued together. If the two components are oriented in parallel we
use the same move as shown in Figure 5.1.9 and end up with a situation as shown in
Figure 5.1.11. This result still holds if the two components are oriented antiparallel. By
incoherently nullifying a crossing which is a self intersection of one of the components,
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we remove it from the braid by Lemma 5.6. Since there are only two components, this
will result in a split link composed of two unlinks, and thus an incoherent nullification
number of one. 
Figure 5.1.10. Further reduction for the braid diagram of the torus knot
T nq  2, q after a single incoherent nullification move.
These two families of torus links were resolved by noticing the pattern of the
ABrp, q and how this affected the diagram after incoherent nullification by remov-
ing strings from the braid diagram. However, analyzing families of torus links with
higher values of r are more difficult to quantify by simply considering the braid diagram
and ABrnq  r, q. This is motivated by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.10. A single incoherent nullification move performed on the torus knot
T p, q where p   nq  3, n > N results in the unknot if q mod 3  2, the torus knot
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Figure 5.1.11. The effects of a single incoherent move on the torus braid
T nq  2, q represents a link, i.e. if q is even.
T nq  2s  1, q  2s where s   p3 if q mod 3  1, and the torus knot T n q3  1, q3
if q mod 3  0.
Note if q  1 or 2 mod 3 then T p, q is a knot and the nullification is on an
outside crossing. If q  0 mod 3, then T p, q is a link with 3 components and we
nullify a crossing between two parallel oriented components. The details of the proof
follow similarly as the proofs of Theorems 5.3 to 5.9 and are left to the reader.
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Corollary 5.11.





1 if q mod 3  2
 q2s
2
  1 if q mod 3  1
1   q6 if q mod 3  0.
As one increases the remainder class of the torus link families, one must split the
outcomes into cases based on the remainder classes of q mod r. Therefore, as the value
of r increases, it becomes increasingly difficult to give a closed form for the outcomes of
incoherent nullification of the standard braid diagram of T nqr, q. This can be seen by
the quantification of Theorem 5.10. Since one incoherent nullification of q mod 3  2
yields the unknot, this case is trivial. One incoherent nullification move of q mod 3  1
yields a remainder one class knot, so we must consider the upper bound from Theorem
5.7. Finally, incoherently nullifying q mod 3  0 also yields a remainder one class torus
knot, so we must again refer to Theorem 5.7.
Attempting to repeat this type of argument for more remainder classes of p mod q
becomes convoluted and difficult to quantify. While one could attempt to solve for
more upper bounds on n̄(T nq  r, q by continuing to use the types of diagrammatic
proofs similar to those for Theorems 5.3 to 5.9. This process of analyzing the individual
ABrp, q for the other remainder classes of s   p mod q, for s A 2 did not lead us to a
derivation for a closed form expression for upper bounds on the incoherent nullification
numbers of torus links. Because each of these cases becomes more complicated as r
increases, further analysis of the subcases given by the remainder values of q mod r
is needed. The difficulty we had in quantifying these values for large remainder classes
may become evident in the statement of Theorem 5.10. Instead, we provide a general
upper bound for the incoherent nullification number of any torus link T p, q using a
different algorithm.
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Theorem 5.12. For a torus link T p, q:










Proof. Consider the standard braid diagram of the torus link T p, q. Initially, let
us assume that T p, q is a knot. Begin by taking two planes z   c and z   c that intersect
the braid at the top and bottom of the braid, such that all of the crossings of the braid
are initially contained between the two planes. Nullification of the braid will only occur
at crossings which are contained between these two planes. After a nullification move
is performed, shift the two planes towards each other until the diagram now pictured
within the two planes is the standard braid diagram of a torus link with two fewer strings,
see Figure 5.1.12. Inductively, we define this process by initially nullifying the right top-
most crossing in the braid diagram between the strings labeled q and q  1 as the base
case. Use RM moves of type I and II to remove the loose strands from the diagram and
then outside of the region lying between the two planes. This reduction is complete once
the loose strands are outside of the planar region and the two arcs do not contribute any
crossings. Once this is done, shift the planes towards each other until the diagram that
lies between them is the standard braid diagram of the torus link T nq2, q2. Next,
nullify the first crossing between the strings labeled q  2 and q  3. Repeat this process.
Thus assume this process was repeated until the ith step. Then, at the ith step, nullify
the first crossing between the strings labeled q  2i 2 and q  2i 1, use RM moves
of types I and II to remove the loose strands from the diagram and outside of the region
between the two planes. After this is complete, again shift the two planes towards each
other until the standard braid diagram of torus link T nq  2i, q  2i lies between the
planes. Perform this process until the  q2 step. This will result in either a nullification
between the first and second strings, or the second and third strings depending on the
parity of q. Once this is complete, the closing the braid of the resulting diagram results
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Figure 5.1.12. Incoherently nullifying the standard braid diagram of the
torus knot T p, q  q2 times in order to create a diagram whose closure
results in a knot diagram with no crossings.
in the braid presentation of a diagram which contains no crossings. The braid between
the two planes is now either empty (no strings) or contains a single string. Closing the
braid results in a knot diagram which contains no crossings. This argument also works
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for all orientation choices of torus links T p, q as long as one can continue to nullify
outside crossings between parallel oriented strings in the braid diagram. If, during this
procedure, one obtains a standard braid diagram of torus link T p, q which does not
have such an outside crossing of parallel oriented strands, instead incoherently nullify
a crossing between two components which are oriented in parallel as in the proof of
Theorem 5.1.6. Note this will always be possible as long as q A 3. However, at the end of
this argument, we find that after closing the braid of the resulting diagram that it is the
braid presentation of a split link whose components are all unknots, that is an unlink
of several components. Since it is a split link, we can separate the components from
the braid completely. Again, this argument fails for certain orientation choices of the
torus link family T p, q with d components where d is even. If the orientation is chosen
such that an odd number of components are oriented parallel, we require an additional
incoherent nullification move to finish the last step of this construction. Formally, at the
 q
2
 step, in order to trivialize the antiparallel T n,2 torus link, we must perform two
incoherent nullification moves. Therefore for this specific orientation choice, we require
 q
2
  1 nullifications to create a diagram whose closure results in a link diagram which
contains no crossings. 
Utilizing Corollary 5.5 and the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 5.12 we can
now give upper bounds of n̄T p, q where gcdp, q   k, that is p   kp, q   kq and
gcdp, q   1.
Corollary 5.13. For the torus link T kp, kq of k components:






2 k is even, even number of parallel components
k
2  1 k is even, odd number of parallel components
k
2
  n̄T p, q if k is odd
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Utilizing Theorem 5.12, we are afforded a relationship between coherent and inco-
herent nullification numbers for torus knots.
Theorem 5.14. For any torus knot T p, q, n̄T p, q B nT p, q
Proof. For any torus knot T p, q, since p A q C 2. From Theorem 5.12 we know
n̄T p, q B  q2 B q2 B qp q1q   1   pq  p  q   pq  p  q  1  1   p  1q  1  1
  n1T p, q B p  1q  1  θ  1   nθT p, q. 
This theorem further motivates the claim that incoherently nullifying crossings
between parallel oriented strings is the most efficient method for the incoherent nullifi-
cation. We had stated earlier that incoherently nullifying a crossing between antiparallel
strings is the same as coherently nullifying parallel oriented strings. We have just shown
that incoherent nullification is always more efficient for torus knots, thus we believe the
methods used to obtain efficient upper bounds on the incoherent nullification number for
torus knots will extrapolate to links. We hope to be able to soon resolve the incoherent
nullification number of the T n,2 torus link case.
5.2. Algebraic approach
While we were not able to provide a closed formula for the incoherent nullification
number for torus knots, we were able to derive an algorithm that improves upon our
general upper bound of  q2 or  q2  1. In the proof of Theorem 5.12, we did not reduce
the diagram as much as possible after each nullification. But it turns out that we can
actually simplify the diagram further in a very systematic way.
Consider the following construction:
Begin by constructing the three-dimensional representation for torus braids pic-
tured in Figure 5.1.4 for a torus knot T p, q. Perform an incoherent nullification move
between any two adjacent strings. This can be realized in R3 by the addition of a twisted
band between two adjacent strings and performing a band surgery with a twisted band.
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Figure 5.2.1. Incoherent nullification of an outside crossing of the braid
on 9 strings realized by band surgery with a twisted band between adjacent
strings and peeling away the resulting loose strands in the braid further
reduces the braid.
Unravel the nullified strands as shown in Figure 5.2.1 by peeling them off the surface
of the cylinder and retracting the string as it is unraveled. Continue this unraveling
until one reaches either end of the braid. Next, close the braid to create a knot as
shown in Figure 5.2.1. Continue unraveling the loose strand as pictured in Figure 5.2.1.
Again repeat this process by continually reducing the diagram by peeling away the loose
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strands. The terminating condition for this process is satisfied when the closure of the
braid results in a diagram akin to the last part of Figure 5.2.1. In other words, continue
unraveling the strands until the braid closure results in the strings of the loose strands
being connected after braid closure. When this occurs, it is evident that what is left
is a torus braid whose closure is again a torus link T p, q where q @ q. This can be
seen in the example pictured in Figure 5.2.1. It should be noted that the unknot T p,1
is a possible outcome from this construction for all p > Z. To state the next theorem
we define 
x as the nearest integer function. Note that when rounding the nearest half
integer we round to the nearest even integer.
Theorem 5.15. Incoherently nullifying the braid of the torus knot T p, q, where
p A q C 2 and p   tqr where r @ q, and reducing in the manner mentioned in the previous
description results in the torus knot T p, q, where q   q2s, and p   tqr2st srq   
tq  2s  r  2  srq  and s is the smallest positive integer given by the relation sr  1
mod q.
We note that for the nearest integer function, the issue of how to round a half
integer is a non-issue because this does not arise. This case does not arise if q C 3, which
is due to the nature of the value of s, which is derived later. The following is true:
 srq    1 mod qq    1kqq    k1q    k, since the largest value of 1q is for q   3, and the
nearest integer function rounds 13 down to 0. We will now illustrate this using several
examples.
Example 5.16. Let us calculate our new upper bound for n̄T 95,17. Since
q   17, t   5, r   10 and s is given by the relation 10s  1 mod 17, if s   5 then
the torus knot obtained from a single incoherent nullification move is T 95  25  5 
510
17
,17  2  5   T 39,7. Now use Theorem 5.15 again. Since q   7, t   5, r   4 and
s is given by the relation 4s  1 mod 7, if s   2 then the torus knot obtained from a
single incoherent nullification move is T 39  22  5  427 ,7  2  2   T 17,3. One
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more incoherent nullification move results in the unknot since the number of strings is 3.
In summary, T 95,17   T 39,7   T 17,3   Unknot. Thus, n̄T 95,17 B 3. This
is an improvement on our initial upper bound for torus knots in Theorem 5.12, which
states that n̄T 95,17 B 172    8.
The new upper bound computed in Example 5.16 is a significant improvement. In
most cases, the algorithm of Theorem 5.15 improves on our previous upper bounds by a
significant amount. One of the few examples when the algorithm of Theorem 5.15 yields
no improvements is given in Example 5.17.
Example 5.17. Consider the torus knot T nq  1, q. Since r   1 then 1s  1
mod q results in s   1. Thus incoherently nullifying the torus knot T nq  1, q results
in a braid diagram of a torus knot with 2 fewer strings, namely T nq  2  1, q  2.
Thus, we conclude that n̄T nq  1, q B  q2 see also Theorem 5.7.
Example 5.18. Consider the torus knot T nq  2, q. For a knot, q is odd so that
gcdp, q   1, 2s  1 mod q yields s   q12 . Thus q   q2s   q2 q12    qq1   1.
Thus the resultant diagram is a braid on one string, which is the unknot. Therefore we
can conclude algebraically by Theorem 5.15 that n̄T nq  2, q   1. This conclusion is
a much more succinct proof than the diagrammatic one offered in Theorem 5.9.
Proof. Begin by performing the previous algorithm upon the torus knot T p, q.
Thus, construct a braid diagram which is embedded on the surface of the cylinder like
the one pictured in Figure 5.1.4. Then follow the algorithm by incoherently nullifying
a crossing between adjacent strings in the braid using a band surgery with a twisted
band. Define s to be the number of times in our braid construction that we strip away
2 strings from the braid by moving the loose strands to the other end of the braid using
RM moves of types I and II. Since we remove 2 strings from the braid each time we
peel away a loose strand from the cylinder, it follows that the new string number after s
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removals is q   q  2s. Given that p   tq  r, for the three dimensional representation of
T p, q, to construct the braid we must rotate the base of the cylinder by 2π pq radians
  2π tqrq radians   2πt2π
r
q radians. Thus each string revolves around the cylinder t
r
q
times, and thus contributes t  rq number of overstrands to the braid. Since we remove
2s strings from the braid each time we perform this construction, in total we remove
2st  2 srq  overstrands from the braid after performing one iteration of this algorithm.
Therefore, p   p2st  2 srq    p2st2  srq    tqr2st2  srq    tq2sr2  srq .
Thus, after one iteration of our algorithm, a single incoherent nullification of an outside
crossing of the braid of torus knot T p, q results in T tq  2s r  2  srq  , q  2s. The
only thing that remains to be shown is how to calculate the value of s, so consider the
following. Therefore, given any torus knot T p, q, where p   tqr, s is defined to be the
smallest, positive integer which satisfies the following relation: sr   1 mod q. This
algebraic relation is derived from the nature of the terminating condition mentioned in
the algorithm. In more detail, the element of Sn which defines the ABrp, q defines
a mapping whenever the braid is closed. Namely, the terminating condition is met
whenever the closure results in two of the strands being connected on one end. This
outcome is pictured in the middle row of panels in Figure 5.2.1.
Whenever the strings of the loose strands became connected by a single string
during the braid closure, we noticed that they were connected because the labels of the
ABrp, q were adjacent labels after running through the braid s times. Again, the
ABrp, q is obtained by the cyclic permutation of the symbols 1 2 . . . q by r
units. This is pictured in the middle two panels of the middle row in Figure 5.2.1. This
can occur on either side of the connected string, so that the labels given by the element
of Sn along the loose strands are only one apart. This condition yields the number of
times the loose strand runs through the braid. For example, in Figure 5.2.1 s   2. 
By taking into consideration these reductions of the braid after incoherent nullifica-
tion, we obtain a much better upper bound for n̄T p, q, where T p, q is a torus knot.
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While we were not able to prove it, we were unable to find a better value of n̄T p, q
for the torus knot T p, q than the bound provided by repeatedly applying Theorem
5.15. This leads to the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1. The upper bounds for n̄T p, q of the torus knot T p, q guar-
anteed by Theorem 5.15 are actually sharp.
This concludes Chapter 5 and the discussion of the upper bounds of the incoherent
nullification number of torus links, n̄T p, q.
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Chapter 6
Lower bounds on n̄T p, q
In this chapter, we evaluate some of the polynomial invariants at specific values in
order to calculate lower bounds on the incoherent nullification number of torus knots.
6.1. The Alexander polynomial and the Arf invariant
For the remainder of this chapter, T p, q represents a torus knot (not a link) unless
otherwise specified. We will use the H2-unknotting number of a knot to provide lower
bounds on n̄T p, q. First, we need to know the signature of a torus knot. There
is no known closed form for the signature of a general torus knot. However, there are
recursion relations [27], and linear programming systems [20], which help to calculate
the signature of a torus knot. We utilize the following theorem to obtain the signature
of torus knots.
Theorem 6.1. [20] For p, q odd and coprime, the signature of the torus knot
T p, q is given by,
σT p, q   p  1q  1
2
 2Np,q Nq,p
Where Np,q is given by the following:
Np,q   x, yS1 B x B p  1
2






@ qx  py @ 0
An example is provided.
Example 6.2. Consider the torus knot T 7,5. The signature of the torus knot
T 7,5 is given by the following: σT 7,5   642  2N7,5 N5,7
By counting the points with integer coordinates that are bounded by the regions pictured
in Figure 6.1.1, N7,5 and N5,7 respectively, we find that










Figure 6.1.1. The graphs show the linear systems which bound the co-
ordinates that need to be counted in order to calculate the signature of
the torus knot T 7,5. On the left is the area needed to compute N7,5 and
on the right is the area needed to compute N5,7. The single point with
integer coordinates in each area is highlighted.









Substituting these values into our expression for the signature we find that σT 7,5  
12  21  1   16.
We will use the signature to obtain a nontrivial lower bound on n̄T p, q for a
specific family of torus knots as follows.
Theorem 6.3. [15] Let K and K  be knots such that performing an H2-
unknotting operation on K results in K . Then,
(1) If σK  σK    0 mod 8, then ArfK   ArfK.
(2) If σK  σK    4 mod 8, then ArfK x ArfK.
For example, we can utilize this theorem to show that the torus knot T 7,5 from
Example 6.2 has the same Arf invariant as the unknot. Since n̄7,5   1 by Theorem 5.9
and σT 7,5  σUnknot   16 mod 8  0 mod 8 this implies that ArfT7,5  
Arf(unknot). However, this is not how we wish to utilize Theorem 6.3. We shall instead
use the contrapositive of Theorem 6.3 to show for a specific family of torus knots that
n̄T p, q C 1. However, it is difficult to use Theorem 6.1 to find a general signature
for a family of torus knot T p, q where both p and q are odd and coprime. If one
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can find a closed form for the signature of a torus link from Theorem 6.1, the following
evaluation must be made. Instead let us use the following. Consider the torus knot
family T 4m  1,4. From [23], it is known that σT 4m  1,4   8m. Assume that
u2T 4m1,4   1. We shall let U denote the Unknot. Since σT 4m1,4σU  
8m  0 mod 8   0 mod 8 then by Theorem 6.3 this would imply that ArfT4m 
1,4   ArfU. From [10], we are given the following:
Theorem 6.4. For a knot K, the relationship between the Arf invariant and the
Alexander polynomial is given by:
(1) ArfK   0 if and only if ∆Kt   1 mod 8 for t   1.
(2) ArfK   1 if and only if ∆Kt   3 mod 8 for t   1.
Consider Theorem 4.9 evaluated in general for the torus knot family T 4m  1,4
for t   1.
∆T 4m1,4t   t4m14  1t  1t4m1  1t4  1
 
t16m4  1t  1
t4m1  1t4  1
 
t4m1  1t4m1  1t24m1  1t  1
t4m1  1t2  1t  1t  1
 
t24m1  1t4m1  1





4m  t4m1  t4m2         1, this implies that
∆T 4m1,41   124m1  112  1 14m  14m1  14m2         1
  11  1  1  1         1
  4m  1
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Thus by Theorem 6.4 this implies that:




0 if m is even
1 if m is odd
Consider the case for m odd, and assume u2T 4m  1,4   1. Since σT 4m  1,4 
σU   0 mod 8 this would imply that by Theorem 6.3 that ArfT 4m  1,4  
ArfU. However, it was just shown that for m odd ArfT 4m  1,4   1 x 0  
ArfU. Therefore this contradicts the previous assumption that u2T 4m  1,4   1
and implies that n̄T 4m  1,4 A 1. Since this is a remainder 1 class family of torus
knots, we know it takes at least 2 incoherent nullification moves to trivialize the torus
knot T 4m1,4 for all m. By the previously shown work this would imply, for m odd,
that n̄T 4m  1,4   2. This establishes the following proposition.




n̄T 4m  1,4   2 if m is odd
1 B n̄T 4m  1,4 B 2 if m is even
For the family of torus links T 4m  2,4, we know that n̄T 4m  2,4 B 1
if oriented parallel, for the torus knots n̄T 4m  3,3 B 2, and for the torus links
n̄T 4m,4 B 2 if oriented parallel we claim the following Proposition.
Proposition 6.6. For the torus link family T n,4, 1 B n̄T n,4 B 2 if all
components are oriented in parallel.
This is a relatively small family of torus knots since the number of strings is fixed.
If we could extrapolate a family of torus knots from this family that had an unbounded
string number, and then show this family had a nontrivial lower bound, this would be a
much larger family of torus knots. Let us turn to the previously mentioned recurrence
relations for the signature of a torus knot provided by [27].
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Theorem 6.7. (1) If both p, q are even and positive,
σp, q   1
2
pq  1
(2) If p is odd and positive,
σp,2kp  q   kp2  1  σp, q
(3) If p is even, and 0 @ q @ p, then
σp, q   1
2
p2  2  σp, q  p
and
σp, kp  q   1
2
kp2  σp, q, k A 0
Consider again the family of torus knots T 4m1,4 where m is odd. Use Theorem
6.7 to obtain the following relationship between the signature of the T 4m1,4 family
of torus knots and the new family of torus knots: T 4m1,2k4m14. Recall that
σT 4m  1,4   8m.
σT 4m  1,2k4m  1  4   k4m  12  1  σT 4m  1,4
  k16m2  8m  1  1  8m
  k16m2  8m  8m
  8m2km  k  1
We conclude that
σT 4m  1,8km  2k  4   0 mod 8 (6.1)
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Now, consider the Alexander polynomial of this family of torus knots.
∆T 4m1,8km2k4t   t4m18km2k4  1t  1t4m1  1t8km2k4
It is obvious that 8km  2k  4 is even for all k > N.
Consider now the fact that
ts2n1  1
ts  1
  1  ts  t2s  t3s         t2ns
. For s   8km  2k  4, and n   2m we have the following:
t4m18km2k4  1
t8km2k4  1
  1  t8km2k4  t28km2k4         t4m8km2k4
From these facts we can conclude that:
∆T 4m1,8km2k4t   t  1t4m11  t8km2k4  t28km2k4         t4m8km2k4
∆T 4m1,8km2k41   1  11  11  18km2k4  128km2k4





  4m  1
Since m was assumed to be odd, then ∆T 4m1,8km2k41  3 mod 8. Assume
that u2T 4m  1,8km  2k  4   1. Using Equation 6.1 we have σT 4m  1,8km 
2k  4  σU   0 mod 8. Then by Theorem 6.3 the ArfT4m  1,8km  2k  4  
ArfU. However, since m is odd, then by Theorem 6.4 this is not true. Therefore we
contradict the assumption that u2T 4m  1,8km  2k  4   1. This would imply that
n̄T 4m1,8km2k4 A 1. By the classification of torus knots, the torus knot family
of T 8km2k4,4m1 is of the the same knot type as T 4m1,8km2k4. From [23]
it is also known that σT p, q   σT q, p. Therefore, σT 8km2k4,4m1  0
mod 8. Since, T 8km  2k  4,4m  1   T 2k4m  1  4,4m  1   T 2k4m  1 
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2,4m  1. Letting m   4m  1 where m’ is odd for all m, then we have the torus knot
family T 2km  4,m.
Utilizing Theorem 5.15 we see that r   4, q  m   4m1,m odd, so the number s is
given by the relation 4s  1 mod m   1 mod 4m  1. Evaluating this expression
yields s  m. Thus, the new torus knot after a single nullification is T 2km42s2k
m4m ,m  21 which for all cases except m   5, orm   1 yields T 2km  2m 
2,m  2m   T 2k4m  1  2m  2,4m  1  2m   T qk2m  1  2,2m  1. This is
a remainder two class and therefore trivializes after two incoherent nullification moves.
This motivates the following:
Proposition 6.8. For the family of torus knots T 2km4,m, where m   4m1,
and m an odd integer: n̄T 2km  4,m   2
More examples of these types of families can be produced from this process. How-
ever, this is an extremely involved construction to ultimately yield a non-trivial lower
bound of 2 for half of the parity cases of a given torus knot family. Let us turn our
attention to another polynomial invariant for a better lower bound.
6.2. The Jones polynomial evaluation
Another relationship derived for the H2-unknotting operation is a general lower
bound using several topics whose explanations are beyond the scope of this thesis.
Theorem 6.9. [15] Let µK,r be the minimum number of generators of the first
integral homology group of the r-fold cyclic branched cover of S3 branched over a knot
K. Then, µK,r~r  1 B u2K
These values were made calculable due to the works of mathematicians such as
Lickorish and Millet [17]. By evaluating certain polynomial invariants for the torus
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knots at a specified value, we can obtain non-trivial lower bounds for the incoherent
nullification number. The first such invariant we shall utilize is the Jones polynomial.
Theorem 6.10. [15] Let d   dimH1ΣK;Z3, where ΣK is the double cover
of S3 branched over a knot K. Then, Theorem 6.9 implies: d B u2K
Proposition 6.11. [14] V K; eiπ~3   iº3d
Therefore, if we utilize Theorem 4.10 and evaluate the Jones polynomial for a torus
knot at the value t   iπ~3, we can give a new lower bound for torus knots in general.
However, this did not work as hoped because this evaluation gave d   0,1 in general
which both yield trivial lower bounds.
Theorem 6.12. JT p,qe iπ3  > 1,iº3
Proof. The Jones polynomial for the torus knot T p, q is given in Theorem 4.10,
and we will now utilize its closed form given below.
JT p,qt   tp1q1~21  tp1  tq1  tpq
t2  1

  tp1q1~2tpq  tq1  tp1  1
t2  1

  tp1q1~2tq1tp1  1  tp1  1
t2  1

  tp1q1~2tq11  t         tp2
t  1

1  t         tp
t  1

The last relation is achieved by considering that t   1 is a root of the polynomial
ft   tk 1, where t > Z, thus dividing out by the correct factor results in the following:
tk1
t1   1  t  t
2         tk1
To further simplify this expression note that for an odd value of k, t   1 is a root
of the polynomial ft   1  t  t2         tk, thus: 1tt2   tkt1   1  t2  t4         tk1, for k
odd.
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For a knot, both p and q are coprime thus assume p is odd, and q can be either even or
odd as long as gcdp, q   1. Therefore, a further simplification can be made.
JT p,qt   tp1q1~2tq11  t2  t4         tp3  1  t2  t4         tp1 (6.2)
From this point on we will assume that t   e
iπ
3 . Due to the periodicity of this expression,
t6n   t0   1 whenever we equate t to this value. Thus, we consider the equivalence classes
of p mod 6 to further reduce the previous expression. Due to the assumption that p
is odd, we shall analyze only the following three cases: p   6n  1, p   6n  3, p   6n  5.
Consider then, the fact that if t   eiπ~3, then 1  t2  t4   t0  t2  t4   0, which further
generalizes to t6k  t6k2  t6k4   0 for any k A 0. Using these facts we shall reduce 6.2.
The argument breaks into the following three cases:
case 1: Let p   6n  1. Thus,
JT 6n1,qt   tp1q1~2tq11  t2  t4         tp3  1  t2  t4         tp1
  t
6n11q1
2 tq11  t2         t6n13  1  t2         t6n11
  t3nq1tq11         t6n6  t6n4  t6n2
 1         t6n6  t6n4  t6n2  t6n
Recall that t6kt6k2t6k4   0 for any k. Thus, since there are 3n terms in 1t2     t6n2
we have, t6n6  t6n4  t6n2   0. So, 1 t2         t6n6  t6n4  t6n2   0 for t   e
iπ
3 . Since,
t6n   e2πi   1, then 1  t2         t6n6  t6n4  t6n2  t6n   1. So,
  t3nq1tq10  1
  t3nq11   t3nq1   t3nq1   1nq1
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Therefore, we can claim the following:




1 if q is odd
1 if q is even
case 2: Let p   6n  5. We conclude the following:
JT 6n5,qt   t6n51q1~2tq11  t2  t4         t6n2  1  t2  t4         t6n4
  t3n2q1tq11  t2         t6n  t6n2
 1  t2         t6n  t6n2  t6n4
  t3n2q1tq1t6n  t6n2  t6n  t6n2  t6n4
The last equality sign holds from the same reasoning as case (1). Now, t6nt6n2t6n4   0
and t6n  t6n2   1  t2, so,
  t3n2q1tq11  t2  0
  t3nq3n2q2q1t2  1   t3nqnq1t2  1   t3nqnqt  t1
  1nqnqe iπ3  eiπ3    1nqnq1
Therefore, we can claim the following: JT 6n5,qe iπ3    1
case 3: Let p   6n  3. This final case requires an analysis that is slightly more compli-
cated.
JT 6n3,qt   t6n31q1~2tq11  t2  t4         t6n  1  t2  t4         t6n2
  t3n1q1tq11         t6n6  t6n4  t6n2  t6n
 1         t6n  t6n2
  t3n1q1tq1t6n  1  t2
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Again, the last equation sign follows from the same reasoning as in the previous two
cases. Now, since t6n   1 we have that
  t3n1q1tq11  1  t2
  t3nq3nq1tq1  1  t2
  t3nqn  tq1tq1  1  t2
  1nqnt2q  tq1  tq1
In order to reduce the final equality in this expression we consider the values of q which
are coprime to p   6n  3, where p is an odd multiple of 3. As such, the choices of q
which are coprime to p will be the odd remainder classes of q mod 6, except the odd
multiples of 3, and the even remainder classes of q mod 6 except for q   6m. We ignore
the cases T 6n 3,6n 3 and T 6n 3,6n because they are both torus links of 6n 3
and 3 components respectively. Therefore, we must now split our argument into these
four subcases:
Subcase 1: Let q   6m  1, thus
JT 6n3,qt   1n6m1nt26m1  t6m11  t6m11
  1n6mt12m2  t6m2  t6m
  t2  t2  1   1
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Subcase 2: Let q   6m  5, thus
JT 6n3,qt   1n6m5nt26m5  t6m51  t6m51
  1n6m4t12m10  t6m6  t6m4
  t4  t4  1   1
Subcase 3: Let q   6m  2, thus
JT 6n3,qt   1n6m2nt26m2  t6m21  t6m21
  1n6m1t12m4  t6m1  t6m3
  1nt4  t3  t1
  1niº3
Subcase 4: Let q   6m  4, thus
JT 6n3,qt   1n6m4nt26m4  t6m41  t6m41
  1n6m3t12m8  t6m3  t6m5
  1nt5  t3  t2
  1niº3
Therefore, we can claim the following:




1 if q is odd
i
º
3 if q is even
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To take care of the case where p is even and q is odd we notice that the Jones polynomial
is symmetric with respect to p and q. Thus repeating the previous work substituting
p   q and q   p will yield the same result for p even and q odd. 
Corollary 6.13. For the torus knot T p, q,




0 if p and q are odd and coprime
1 otherwise
This follows directly from Proposition 6.11 and Theorem 6.12. While the Jones
polynomial provided trivial lower bounds there is still one last polynomial invariant
whose evaluations is of use to us, namely the Q polynomial.
6.3. The Q polynomial and the Kauffman polynomial
The Q polynomial is a polynomial invariant which can be represented by an un-
oriented skein relation. This is interesting since the incoherent nullification number of
a knot is a knot invariant of unoriented knot diagrams. We shall once again utilize an
evaluation of a polynomial invariant which was derived in [12]. We borrow the following
from [14]:






Given this evaluation then, by Theorem 6.9 we are given:




then u2K C n  1.
Example 6.16.
QT 5,4; z   45  58z  184z2  168z3  308z4  182z5  258z6








Therefore, n̄T 5,4 C 2, and n̄T 5,4   2.
Note that the calculations in Example 6.16 are done in Mathematica using the
Knot Theory package [1]. Unfortunately there is not a closed form equation for the
Q polynomial for a general torus knot. We are also limited by the fact that the Knot
Theory package only contains the Q polynomial of knots up to 16 crossings. The knot
T 5,4 has 15 crossings. To compute the Q polynomial of knots with more than 16
crossings is possible using a built-in function within the Knot Theory package. How-
ever, it is computationally so slow that we could not use it to calculate the Q polynomial
for torus knots above 16 crossings. One can obtain the Q polynomial from the Kauffman
polynomial by making a variable substitution. However, the Kauffman polynomial is an
even more difficult polynomial to calculate. In 1987, [11] Jones derived an expression
using representation theory for the HOMFLY-PT polynomial invariant which was com-
plex, but calculable. In 1993, Yokota [28], [29] recreated this construction to create a
similar expression for the Kauffman polynomial of a general torus knot. However, this
expression was derived using a non-standard version of the Kauffman polynomial. His
formulation from [28] is stated here:
Theorem 6.17. Let K be the m,n torus knot, where m and n are relatively prime
and n is positive. Then we have
1nαqmn1  1 1;2 1 FKαq,  1




0 if n is odd










Lβi γ i  1; 2
 β! γ! β  γ  1; 21γqβγm
 k   qk  qk
 i; j   αjqi  αjqi.
While in theory this expression could be used to calculate the Kauffman polynomial of
the torus knot T p, q, and then making the substitution a   1, and z   º512 to find
the value of r, we were unable to reclaim the standard Kauffman polynomial. However,
even this approach became too slow computationally to be of any practical use to us.
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Chapter 7
Results and future work
While we were not able to find a closed form for the incoherent nullification number
of torus knots, we have found a very efficient general upper bound for n̄T p, q. We
conjecture that the upper bound given by Theorem 5.15 is actually sharp for torus
knots. We believe that incoherently nullifying the outside crossings in the standard
braid diagram of T p, q is the most efficient nullification possible. However, this does
not imply that there is not another, possibly non-minimal, diagram with the same knot
type as T p, q which can be nullified with fewer nullification moves. As such, we cannot
prove that the quickest nullification of a torus knot T p, q is achieved by nullifying
an outside crossing in the braid. However, we have no examples to the contrary. We
have examples of torus knots that when we incoherently nullify an inside crossing of the
standard braid diagram another braid-like diagram of a torus knot T p, q is the result.
In all of our examples, the torus braid which results from an inside crossing nullification
contained more strings than the torus braid which resulted from incoherently nullifying
an outside crossing. The only examples we have where incoherent nullification of an
inside crossing of the braid diagram of a torus knot results in another torus knot are
given by the family T p, q where p   tq   q2 and p   tq   q2 where the nullification
must occur between two strings that are r strings apart. We conjecture that in all of
the other cases we do not obtain a torus knot.
Another issue is that we cannot identify some of the knot diagrams obtained when
incoherently nullifying any inside crossing in the braid diagram. We have referred to
them as “clasp” knots due to the way the strands, created by incoherent nullification,
eventually end up “clasped” together after reducing the resulting diagram. One such
diagram is pictured in Figure 7.0.1. This “clasping” is a result of the cyclic permutation
of the strings in the torus knots. For these diagrams (as shown in the example pictured
in Figure 7.0.1) we do not know the knot type or even if the diagram obtained is minimal.
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Figure 7.0.1. Incoherently nullifying an inside crossing of the standard
braid diagram of torus knot T 7,6 results in the above diagram after
closing the braid and reducing the diagram using RM moves of type I and
II.
We conjecture that the upper bounds guaranteed by the construction in Theorem
5.15 are truly the incoherent nullification number of torus knots. We believe this to be
so due to the highly non alternating nature of torus knots. Removing 2s strings, where
s again denotes the number of braid closures after a single nullification, from the braid
after a single nullification is a drastic reduction of the number of crossings in the braid.
However, the only family where Theorem 5.15 did not produce a smaller upper bound
on n̄T p, q was remainder 1 class torus knots, i.e. T nq  1, q. Here, we obtain by
Theorem 5.15, n̄T p, q B  q2, since for r   1, s  1 mod q this means s   1, and
thus we only remove two strings for every incoherent nullification move and we do not
change the remainder class. It may be that this family holds the key to disproving our
conjecture.
For torus links specifically, we conjecture a relatively small bound on the incoherent
nullification number. For k odd we clearly have that n̄T p, q B k2 n̄T p, q, but
we conjecture the following:
Conjecture 2. For the torus link T p, q of k components, for k odd,
n̄T p, q   k
2
  n̄T p, q
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.
We also clearly have that by repeatedly incoherently nullifying widespread crossings
in the braid diagram of the torus link T p, q with an even number of components that:
Theorem 7.1. For the torus link T p, q of k components, for k even where an
even number of components are oriented in parallel,
n̄T p, q   k
2

For the remainder of the orientation choices for the torus links T p, q with even
components, we conjecture the following
Conjecture 3. For the torus link T p, q of k components, for k even with an
odd number of components oriented in parallel,
n̄T p, q   k
2
  1
For k even, where the number of components oriented parallel is even, we again
obtain equality. It is only in the case where k is even and the number of components
oriented parallel in one direction is odd that we need the upper bound. To reach equality,
further analysis of the orientation of the components of the link is required. However, we
conjecture that the upper bound could be improved because the value of the incoherent
nullification number seems to be dependent solely on the number of components of the
link.
We hope to finally resolve the torus links and move on to further study the effects
of incoherent nullification. We plan to broaden our analysis of incoherent nullification
by analyzing its effects on rational links, pretzel knots, and other link families. Analysis
of the effects of incoherent nullification is still relatively new, so this thesis aids in the
development of the techniques required to further understand this unknotting operation.
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